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Chapter One - Death on the City Pavements

"How real is any of the past, being every moment revalued to make the present possible: to come up one day saying,
_You see? I was right all the time. Or, - Then I was wrong, all the time."
-William Gaddis, The Recognitions

Is it possible to look to the past in order to redress the errors of the present in the hopes
we can glean insight from those who experienced similar problems, or are we bound to look
backwards with insouciance and indifference, deeming the lessons of history cannot provide a
means of escape, but only force us to retread ground that has already been covered? Idealists
suggest there is an illimitable amount of knowledge we can gain from the past, that the same
problems existing today are unoriginal, have persisted throughout time, and ifwe can synthesize
that information, apply it to present circumstances, it is possible to engender change, thus freeing
society from the imprisonment of its follies. However, a more pessimistic viewpoint will
downplay the necessity of reexamining the past, arguing it is misguided optimism that forces us
to believe today' s society is somehow different, more enlightened than past generations, and will
thus have the ability to interpret and utilize history ingeniously; this viewpoint calls attention to
the idealism of past generations, each attempting to articulate their difference, each wanting to
break with the continuities of history, but in the end always failing, always retracing the missteps
of the past, forced to admit defeat, and subsequently labor under the burden of knowing
everything remains as it has, what should have been, and should be, is deferred to a later
moment.

As we enter into contemporary times, an era of great instability, there is a greater urgency
present being rooted in our acknowledgement that recommitting the sins of history will result in
far graver consequences, perhaps resulting in the elimination of humanity altogether. In which
case, there will be no next generation to walk over the same terrain; they will be confined before

~

birth, imprisoned. In the United States, the idea of retracing the past is pertinent because of its
history of inconsistencies, leaving one group of individuals to go free, while confining another

group arbitrarily to shackles. These inequalities continue through to the present day; competing
groups define their freedom in terms of difference, contentiously imposing a separation, a divide.
Perhaps this is where American society has gone amiss, why it has never corrected past errors:
because the essential conditions of society remain unchanged. Thus it is of no surprise one of the
enduring themes in American literature, for writers from all backgrounds, are the tensions
present between the individual and society, between freedom and confinement. An idealistic
core exists in American philosophical thinking, one that situates all individuals equally, where
everyone equally shares in the gift of liberty; but philosophy does not easily translate into reality,
and thus we constantly reach for ideals that reality cannot presently support
Thus if the United States is to alter its course, strive to actualize the philosophical ideals
that only exist in the abstract, reform is needed, urgently. Otherwise, recapitulating the follies of
the past will come at an increasingly costly price, not only for the inhabitants of this country, but
for the world also. Problematically, it has been artists and authors who have subjected our
philosophical underpinnings to the fiercest interrogation to expose their shortcomings, reveal the
internal contradictions that are built into the system, which prevent idealism from taking full
effect. There is much we can learn from artists, but the desire for fundamental and systematic
change must emerge from a wider community to give this impulse momentum, something
readily accessible to the majority ofthe populace. Thomas Pynchon's novel Gravity's Rainbow
is not exceptional in that it reconsiders many of the dilemma's previous thinkers have examined,
particularly the diminishing freedom of the individual. Cyrus Patell argues the novel "views
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freedom as an endangered value on the verge of extinction in a complex modem world driven by
the exigencies of economic gain and technological progress" (xviii).
With each successive generation that fails to initiate reform, a litany of new distractions
and impediments arrive on the scene, making it increasingly difficult for society to shift its
current trajectory. Individuals can look to the past for aid, but they must also realize they have to
contend with structures and technologies that did no exist then. This compounding effect makes
it necessary enact meaningful change before conditions spiral out of control, at which point there

will be no recourse. Thomas Pynchon adopts the ideals of the past so they are applicable to the
exigencies of the present, and suggests if society wants to recuperate freedom we must turn our
attention to the role the community, or the crowd, and consider how it can function to extricate
itself from the tentacles of the repressive structures undermine the very notion of liberty. That is,
Pynchon articulates a position whereby perpetually deferred idealism may at last take effect if
communities assist one another in repelling the repressive structures of power that undercut their
claim to freedom. The crowd can no longer allow itself to be controlled by outside entities;
otherwise, the circular path of history will remain unbroken. To understand the position Thomas
Pynchon stakes out, it is necessary to examine his interaction with writers and thinkers of the
past: Ralph Waldo Emerson, Edgar Allan Poe, Herman Melville, and Ralph Ellison; each of
whom positions the question of freedom and individuality at the center of their writings.
Pynchon rejects the notion rogue individualism can preserve freedom, and contends it is through
the uprising of communities that change will occur. Thus, if we are to examine the role the
crowd may play in rejuvenating freedom, convoking its members to order, it is appropriate to
begin by examining the connection between Pynchon and Poe, and how each characterizes the
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crowd as a docile and reticent body, a malady it is necessary to remedy if society is to progress,
escape its regressive and subservient mentality.
Edgar Allan Poe's short story ''The Man of the Crowd" opens as an unnamed narrator sits
in the Lobby of his London hotel peering out onto the street. He subsequently begins to describe
in meticulous detail how his perception renders the appearance of the serried masses in his

imagination. The panoply of individuals who stride past his window fascinates the narrator, who
is in the process of recuperating from an unspecified illness, "the tumultuous sea of human
heads" fills him with a "delicious novelty of emotion" (389). For a short time, he is content to
observe the orderly procession quiescently and passively, but he soon discovers his mind
preoccupied by the appearance of an enigmatic and anonymous man walking nearby, finding the
vaguely demonic features of the strange man's face intriguing, in possession of something that
separates him from the rest of the crowd. Fascination, an unnamed desire to acquire an unknown
knowledge, impels the narrator to leave his perch to examine more closely the strange man's
features and behavior. This journey proceeds to take him through the underbelly of the London
night, allows him to become lost amid the stacks of humanity roaming the streets. Walking
beneath "the rays of gas-lamps" that throw a "fitful and garish luster" over the streets and empty
facades, people pass by anonymously behind the veil of this disconcerting hue. Despite the
narrator's desire to sate his appetite for knowledge, to learn something of the man who has

captured his attention, his reclusive quarry thwarts his ambitions.
The narrator's prey winds through labyrinth city streets ostensibly without purpose,
aimlessly traveling with no discernable destination in mind. Frustratingly, the strange man
eventually returns to the spot where the narrator initially took notice of his mysterious and
alluring movements, outside of the hoteL Finding himselfbewildered by his recent travels, the
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narrator confides that the strange man he pursued "refuses to be alone. He is a man ofthe crowd.
It will be in vain to follow, for I shall learn no more of him, nor of his deeds'' (396). By trailing
the strange man, the narrator tacitly hints at his desire to occupy, temporarily, a similar position,
as (what he believes) an inconspicuous and inconsequential man of the crowd, a person
instinctively drawn to the mobs of unthinking people who are content to exist anonymously. The
narrator's decision to return to his post at the hotel suggests he repudiates the notions of
conformity associated with living a life with the other members of the crowd. When he emerges

from the crowd he reaffirms his identity as an individual who best understands society when
exists separately from it, in an observatory position.
Yet the narrator's behavior suggests deeper problems, that despite our intentions to know
one another, or understand human motivation, our resulting knowledge proves unsatisfuctory. It
is a basic urge to write off such information as meaningless, not endowed with any specialized
knowledge because it fails to meet our expectations, and leaves us looking for other answers that
must reside elsewhere. Ignoring the import of such facts worsens the feelings of deprivation we
encounter and compels an unending search, which sacrifices any potential enlightening
knowledge that may come about - everything is always-already impertinent. The narrator
believes the transient and crowded nature of society is antithetical to processes of seeking
knowledge. It prevents him from detaining a person for the required amount of time to
understand, in some abstract sense, who they are, why that person exists in the crowd.
Individuals disappear wraith-like into the crowd, preventing bonding, and engendering a
depersonalized society in which each person is an isolated agent condemned to loneliness. Poe's
short story interrogates not only why humans prefer the inhospitable atmosphere of large crowds,
but also attempts to articulate the lost processes of individuation sacrificed in this submersion.
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The sea of faces allows individuals a convenient hiding space, a place where they can
dematerialize under the auspices of achieving temporary safety. Poe contends a person
permanently and irreparably eschews his or her identity when they consciously decide to join
with the crowd, but more importantly, when they acquire a herd-like mentality. When the
narrator's search for meaning fails, he cynically remarks that perhaps it is better he could not
cipher the strange man's coded behavior. However, one question remains: must we necessarily
construe the crowd as a body in opposition to the ideals of individualism and freedom, and must
a person sacrifice in order to become part of it? Is it possible to cultivate a personality that can
exist simultaneously within the crowd and outside of it, or must a person experience the
solitariness of isolation before integrating into society? Poe's pessimistic narrator would see this
as an either/or proposition, and he is unwilling to admit the possibility of separating individuals
from the crowd while they are contained therein. His strict ethic of isolation is thus problematic
as a person may either be an unquestioning conformist (assimilationist), or a leper cast off
because of his or her individual traits is anathema to the crowd mentality. For the narrator, any
person who exists in the crowd derives from that body their sole source of identity.
While the narrator's failure to ascertain anything substantive pertaining to the strange
man's disposition is disconcerting, it is important to remember the conditions Poe describes are
relatively benign. The narrator presumably returns to his convalescence while continuing to
examine the crowd from an exterior position, thus maintaining, in his mind, personal :freedom.
But the concept of freedom begins to lose meaning if we consider it as a condition resulting from
isolated confinement, as simply freedom from everyone and everything- the condition of no
attachments. Over a century later, the same tenuous relationship between society and individual
freedom continues to plague American writers, and the opening passages of Thomas Pynchon' s
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Gravity's Rainbow reprises many of the questions that arise in Poe's gothic tale, while intimating

there may be permanent and injurious repercussions if humanity, especially within the American
context, continues to privilege the crowd as the ideal place to inhabit, while also viewing it as a

space to sacrifice any shred of identity. The novel's opening scenes describe conditions
ominously. In the darkness of night, randomly launched rockets precipitate from the sky, posing
a bodily threat to frightened individuals who begin evacuating a city - London. With the
departure of its citizens, deterioration immediately becomes apparent as the empty streets, devoid
of all activity, resonantly capture an atmosphere of decrepitude and absence. Unlike the crowd
Poe describes, which navigates city streets through a miasma of fog and rain ad inifinitum,
Pynchon's crowd evacuates their homes mindlessly at the behest of surreptitious orders, and
without any recourse. The narrator of the story, notable for his acute powers of perception and
observation, makes frequent references to the pervasive darkness, important to the novel's
symbolic economy. He reminds us the evacuation is a grotesque form of theater, hinting that
even should survivors move beyond the city's perimeter, extricate themselves from the physical
conditions that may inflict bodily harm, all identity and freedom would be lost irrevocably. The
desire to continue living is costly and results in a horrific sacrifice.
Pynchon' s scene borrows much of its imagery from Eliot's "The Waste Land," which
depicts moribund individuals flowing through a meaningless London Life: A crowd flowed over
London Bridge, so many, I I had not thought death had undone so many. I Sighs, shot and
infrequent, were exhaled, I And each man fixed his eyes before his feet (62-65). Pynchon
transforms the melancholy and anonymity described in Eliot's landscape to capture a more
urgent vision, intoning the prospect of a cataclysmic, or potentially apocalyptic event may occur

if human desire is left unchecked, an incident that may leave the world bereft of human presence.
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The narrator describes the scene elliptically, and it is ostensibly characterized as the product of
Unagination, a dream sequence passing through the mind of Geoffrey "Pirate" Prentice. A close
examination of the evacuation reveals the centrifugal movement of the evacuees away from the
city, ensuing in a process where ''the walls break down, the roofs get few and fewer and so do
the chances for light'' (3).

Even Poe's narrator has the privilege of navigating the streets by the dim light softly cast
from the gas-lighted lamps. Yet this luminosity, faint as it may be, does little to subdue the
overwhelming feeling of anonymity he experiences. Although he finds a modicum of comfort in
his ability to visualize his surroundings, even if only opaquely, because it reminds him the city is
"overflowing with life," providing a tangible sense of community (394). Pynchon's narrator

describes a scene that literalizes this condition: evacuees erupt from the city, progressively
moving towards a more sinister darkness, and finding when they arrive at their destination
"Globular lights, painted a dark green hang[ing] from under the fancy iron eaves, unlit fur
centuries" (4 ).
Because the evacuees move "without resistance," and do not trouble to question the
motivations propelling their departure, accepting there is indeed the threat, of what Pirate terms,
"incoming mail" that may invoke bodily hann. By carrying out the process opaquely, the
authorities have unchecked control, and problematically, the darkness of the surroundings
obstructs the vision of the evacuees, prevents alarming feelings from being expressed openly. To
accentuate the obscurity into which the crowd finds itself drifting, the narrator repeatedly
invokes descriptive phrases calling attention to the anonymity and blackness of the scene. The
failure to apprehend light, especially in its metaphorical configuration as a carrier of knowledge,
signals the individuals contained in the crowd are quickly deteriorating psychologically. There is
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discussion of individual identity or freedom as individuals think of themselves as a portion of

a larger mass.
Indeed, ''the crowd moves without murmurs or coughing down corridors straight and
functional as warehouse aisles." The narrator's descriptions, though, suggests there may be a

nascent fear, gradually translating into reality, that individuals are losing their claim to freedom
not only during times of immoderate peril, but also while navigating innocuous daily existences,
those not tainted by the threat of warfare.
The ambiguous motivations sheathed by the evacuation- it is not possible to determine
with certitude if in fact the events described are a product of Pirate's dream; it is the
juxtaposition of the oneiric surrealism that inheres in the scene with Pirate awaking from sleep
suggests the conventional interpretation that the scene is unreal- implies an underlying tension
between the principles favored by the crowd as a body, and those of the individuals contained
within it
Furthermore, the evacuation hauntingly (and not coincidentally) resembles the
transportation techniques utilized in Nazi Germany prior to, and during World War II, even in
terms of the rhetorical phrasing applied to those in the process of escape: "evacuees," as if the
motives of authorities that administer directions are altruistic, concerned only with the wellbeing of the vulnerable crowd. Those in charge process individuals, allow them to flow through
the plumbing of mysterious unlighted corridors and darkened rooms. Containment is the most
effective means of imprisoning the crowd as it leaves it exposed to the machinations, both
ideological and physical, of an unseen and nefarious agency. Sensory deprivation renders the
evacuees helpless, deprives them of the information required to perceive their surroundings, but

this inability to perceive the light exists as much from the innate d~fects of the individuals
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embedded in the crowd as from outside intermediaries. With the scene nearing its close, the
narrator emerges from the darkness into the lights, and observes, as if taken by surprise, "But it is

already light. How long bas it been light?" (4).
What, then, is the motivation for carrying out the evacuation in such a disconcerting
manner, and more importantly, how does this critique our current conception of freedom? Who
stands to gain by consolidating the crowd within a bounded space, and to what images and

messages will the evacuees find themselves exposed? Safety here is an illusion. Positioned as
enemies, and hidden away until a proper reeducation guarantees they will no longer pose a threat
to the master plan being constructed by society, anonymous individuals, under the duress of

intimidation, fail to question the logic of the crowd they are embedded in, thus constituting their
subjectivity. Fear causes them to internalize the lamentable deterioration exuding from their
surroundings. Consequently, it is possible to infer that the unnamed authorities in charge,
pseudonymous "elect," advocate an ideological viewpoint which finds it is possible to derive
much benefit by positing average members of society as subversive agents whose only goal is to
act discommodiously in order to undermine the power they have accumulated.

This notion draws attention back to Poe's rendering of the multitudes. The crowd
navigates the city streets mindlessly, each person has a predetermined role to play, and any
potential violation of that performance has the potential to rupture the societal framework. The
narrator devotes the first half of his tale to describing what he sees, not in a sequential and
chronological progression, but with attention paid towards "Descending in the scale of what is
termed gentility" (391). What primarily occupies the narrator's attention with the strange man is
the impossibility of emplacing him in a prefabricated category, thus disrupting the societal order
he has both internalized and from which he has distanced himself physically. Because of the
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strange roan

's difference, the narrator follows him to examine what, if any, threat he may pose to

the intricate networks that hold the fragile structure of society together. While this search for

roeaning fails, it is more important to take account of the fact that the narrator construes his own
presence in the crowd as an imminent threat to the constructed order, and thus he must remove
his body from the crowd, lest his behavior disrupt what has been meticulously fashioned. Poe's
narrator does not make reference to the imbricated forces that shape society in this way, or as to
why everyone from the most aflluent businessman, to the mendicant subjected to abject poverty,
obsequiously navigate this already-shaped path.
The narrator and the strange man's affinity lie in their mutual acknowledgment of
negative consequences that accompany the integration of transgressive elements into the crowd.
For each of them, assuming their respective places in the crowd permanently would entail
sacrificing both identity and freedom, disrupt their respective psychologies, although ironically,
the narrator fails to articulate the similarities he shares with his adversary. Both men have no
inclination to introduce their liberated opinions in order to better society, and thus each character
develops a distinct method of retaining autonomy. The narrator physically excises himself :from
the crowd in order to retain his mental and physical :freedom, whereas the strange man's
permeable disposition allows him to easily drift in and out of the masses without adverse effects.
Perplexed and :frustrated, the narrator assumes his quarry possesses and inherently ignominious
disposition, that he remains secluded in the crowd to hide a pernicious aspect of his character
from view.
However, the strange man evinces the psychological tenacity and flexibility the narrator
wishes he could personally enjoy, even if he refuses to acknowledge this fact. He fails to grasp
the possibility of existing simultaneously within the crowd, and apart from it, maintaining
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personal integrity and freedom in the process.

The narrator betrays his nascent misanthropy by

retiring to his hotel, and then providing a hasty explanation for his lost interest - he retains what
be perceives to be his freedom, and yet his rigid attitudes suggest his liberty relies on his ability
to maintain separation, exist in the absence of others, in which case it is highly contentious to

suggest this is a true form of emancipation. What the crowd needs is the mental and physical
dexterity of the strange man, in combination with the uncompromising disposition of the
narrator, if it hopes to engender a freer society.
Pynchon's narrator finds himself in a similar position as Gravity 's Rainbow opens,
submerged in the crowd while articulating the skepticism, and imbibing a rebellious dispositio~
quite similar to Poe's misanthropic hotel dweller. When he removes himself from the crowd at
the conclusion of the evacuation sequence it is to observe what is happening more adroitly,
determine why individuals confine themselves to an admittedly stressful condition, and also to
posit why subversive elements embedded within society insist on carrying out seditious activities

in isolation, condemning themselves to failure. In this sense, Pynchon's narrator resembles
Plato's emancipated cave dweller, an intellectual who removes himself from the shackles of a
mediated world in order to seek out knowledge that may benefit the others who still cannot tum
away from the images dancing on the walls: "velvet black surfaces contain the movement: the
smell is of old wood, of remote wings empty all this time just reopened to accommodate the rush
of souls, of cold plaster where all the rats have died, only their ghosts, still as cave-painting,
fixed stubborn and luminous in the walls ... (4).
The narrator divulges an increasingly worried disposition as time passes because of the
flawed mental conception of freedom he develops, one not dissimilar from Poe's erstwhile
narrator. His only claim to liberty and a coherent identity lies in his ability to recount the events
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be witnesses from an exterior position, a spot which allows him to gather knowledge, effectively
permitting access to the metaphorical light others in the crowd lack. After the evacuation he
cfjstances

himself from the bevy of people to discuss the carnivalesque events various characters

partake in, assuming an air of informed authority in the process. But unlike his predecessor,
Pynchon's narrator, perhaps somewhat to his own chagr~ reemerges into the crowd in a movie
theater as the story closes. He thus loses any claim to freedom. Not freedom qua freedom, but
rather his own notions of what liberty entails - separation, disinterest, and the ability to remain
unaffected by the events one witnesses. In short, he wastes whatever knowledge he may have

acquired, returns to watching the images dance on the walls, except, now there are none because
the movie no longer projects onto the screen.
The narrator entraps himself in a paradox of his own making because the process of
telling a story is necessarily finite, and the mounting disquietude suggested by his increasingly
erratic speech stems from the terrifying knowledge (and logic) that dictates he will become a
victim, lose claim to his freedom, even if it is a deeply flawed conceptualization. Both narrators

fail because of their mutual inability to reconcile the concept of the individual with presence of
the crowd, or to take their knowledge back into the crowd and apply it in the appropriate manner
so that it may enlighten that body.
Perhaps the failure is more understandable in the instance ofPynchon's narrator, who
deals with a dominant and surreptitious power structure created by the elect, one that playfully
manipulates and terrorizes individuals who are not a part of its coterie. The shadowy
conglomerate transcends geopolitical boundaries, its presence made more alarming because of
the impossibility of determining with any certainty who belongs to the group. Because of the
labyrinth configuration of the elect's system, locating a nexus of power defies all who attempt to
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thus problematically making it difficult to target the malignant elements requiring

disJDalltling. Nor is it possible to ascertain the group' s motives, other than a vague and illdefined ache to dominate, exercise total control over the remainder of society - those not chosen.
The narrator's breathless fretting articulates this anxiety, which he marks with frequent

pauses and ellipses, a wry commentary regarding his perception of freedom, one that posits
human liberty can only exist in gaps, or in the absence of various discourses, the idea that the
accumulation of knowledge leads to more acute perception, that astute cognition erodes at the
foundation of freedom. Margaret Lynd voices a similar assertion when she argues, "So
conditioned are these characters to remaining within the limits of the discourses surrounding
them that, Pynchon suggests, the only conceivable escape must begin, in effect, outside
discourse-outside the rules of the game" (75). This is certainly a perceptive reading; though it
places inordinate emphasis on the idea that society has to abandon the pursuit of knowledge in
order to reclaim a liberated mental state, thus echoing the narrator's main concern. The narrator
may dismiss the potential beneficial effects of knowledge because of the fervent appropriation
and subsequent misuse of discursive processes by the elect, but also because he fails to utilize the
knowledge he acquires to improve the condition people trapped in the crowd. It is not human
seeing and wisdom that sullies the collective pursuit of contentment, but rather misapplication of
intellectual truths to render everything in our visual fields opaquely that demystifies the role
knowledge plays -restoring balance is necessary to engender knowledge that provides far
ranging and egalitarian benefits.
John Stuart Mill rightly observes, "At present individuals are lost in the crowd," but it is
more significant in light of the preceding discussion to note that this condition stems in large part
from "The fatal tendency of mankind to leave off thinking about a thing when it is no longer
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doubtful," as this is the genesis "ofhalftheir errors" (49). When the elect appropriates scientific,
historical, and philosophical discourses for their own ends, the group succeeds because they

utilize common truths and facts now taken for granted (truths forsaken by a hubristic society).
The elect reopens these shelved - already proven - discourses, and it rapidly becomes apparent

humanity has left its accumulated knowledge in a vulnerable position, exposing it to the forces of
manipulation, and that what humans knew is no longer as it was.
Encoded in the crowd's anonymity is the notion liberty, and individualism more
generally, has become to occupy an increasingly tenuous position with the passage of time.
Freedom is a quality now taken for granted; society has ceased to think about what it means to
live freely. For Pynchon, it is a faceless power structure that aims to strip all humanity of its
distinguishing characteristics, thereby rendering the world as a blank, anonymous canvass, one
acting in a carcereal capacity. Escape is highly improbable, particularly if individuals, as per the
evacuation sequence, collectively gravitate towards darkness in willful abandonment of the light.
Although the tense narrator never makes a direct reference to his own being, or the
emotions he may feel, his consciousness grows increasingly agitated and fragmented as the novel
nears its denouement. He reinserts himself into the crowd, not to infect it with treasonous or
subversive suggestions that may be used to sabotage the established order, but rather to proclaim

his acquiescence, constitute himself as a subject, a pliable being who is a hospitable receptacle
for the ideology promulgated by the elect, thus sacrificing freedom and identity in the process. It
is possible to read this final act as the despairing gambit of a person who has lost all hope, of
someone who searches for meaning, discovers it, but cannot communicate it to those he desires

to, thus provoking a psychologically nihilistic state. According to how he mentally configured

his notion of freedom- as a binary opposition- he chooses the reassurance provided by
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CCJIIIP8DY· even if this means losing himself in the process. The fear of remaining secluded as an

isolated bearer of knowledge poses a more immediate threat than does the possibility of losing

access to freedom and individuality, qualities that are admittedly abstract and contentiously
figured
Any of the defiant charisma of Poe's two outsiders- their willingness to distinguish
themselves from the crowd in differing ways -.slowly drains out ofPynchon's narrator, leaving

him impotent and helpless, lacking a will to power. Although it is necessary to note the
progressive isolation sought out by Pynchon's narrator, a process that ends in mental breakdown,
takes the stubborn logic of Poe's narrator to its logical conclusion. Both characters accept that
freedom thrives only in isolation where they can remain separated from the feculent crowd, and
thus when the threat to liberty inches closer, and becomes more pressing, there is no possibility
of maintaining a firm distinction between freedom and imprisonment. Isolation produces
confinement and finally forces Pynchon' s narrator to return to the crowd, another carcereal

space. Much like the novel's quasi-protagonist, Tyrone Slothrop, the psychological stability of
the narrator slowly devolves, but unlike the multi-faceted hero, there is no redemptive message
contained in the storyteller's dissolution, for he brings no knowledge to the crowd that will
instigate future acts of disobedience, which may reconstitute freedom.
The primary question this thesis attempts to answer is what type of freedom does Thomas
Pynchon ultimately advocate, and in what spaces may that definition subsist. The remainder of

this paper argues that Pynchon believes liberty has the best chance to flourish when the
conditions allow for the cultivation of a socially-autonomous self. That is, a self that does not

viscerally demonize the existence of other humans, casting them as an imminent threat; a self in
recognition of the many potentialities that exist in a vast society. Living in a community should
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IJDl ioJPOse an undue burden, nor weaken the constitution of the individual, but rather it is

tJeneficial insOfar as people block other elements of society from encroaching upon, or eroding
awaY their integrity, both psychological and bodily.
Developing such an identity is not an altogether radical suggestion, and Pynchon
advocates for a recuperation, and evolution, of Ralph Waldo Emerson's concepts of self-reliance,
who correctly observes, "the great man is he who in the midst of the crowd keeps with perfect
sweetness the independence of solitude" (1163). Hwnanity, especially persons living in the
United States, does not require a total overhaul with regard to our views on individual freedom,

but rather we need to look to the past in order to think about how we may reclaim our liberty,
recognize the problems we describe and face today using contemporary critical vocabulary are
not new or unique, and that issues of liberty will always remain a contentious issue. Perhaps the

answers regarding how to best recuperate society do not lie in our ability to constantly and
repetitively reinvent ourselves, but examine the writings and philosophies which concerned
themselves with similar problems, although, with the freedom to modify their core tenets.
Thomas Pynchon does not sycophantically seek to adopt all the tenets of Emerson' s,
which as Cyrus Patell, among others, points out is flawed because of its tendency to veer towards
abstraction, but it also too harsh to .claim he seeks to wage an all out assault on the principles of

liberal individualism. Insread, Pynchon attempts to bulld upon Emerson's notion of self-reliance
to determine how we may .appropriate his ideas in a modem society subject to fluctuations and
constant instability, which contends with class hostilities and racial tensions, as well as the
pervasive .threat cf.apocalyptic warfare. Engaging in this critique and reappopriation gives
Pynchon the .s pace to retool our traditional notions of liberty so they are more suited for the

turbulence of the age, so that society can .determine how it can put itself back together again, so
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.that we can create spaces where the freedom of everyone is respected, where differently situated

o1berS can maintain their distinctive qualities secure in the notion that doing so will not bring
hanD upon them.
A particularly fitting passage plucked from the evacuation sequence provides what .could

serve as .an epitaph for rontempor.ary society should it .continue down its .current .course - empire
and expansion that diminishes the importance of individual liberties:
Some wait alone, some share their invisible rooms with others. Invisible, yes, what do
the furnishings matter, at this stage of things? Underfoot crunches the oldest of city dirt,
last .crystallizations ofall the city had denied, threatened, lied to its children. Each has
been hearing a voice, one he thought was talldng only to him, say, "You didn't really

believe you'd be .saved. Come, we all know who we are by now. No one was ever going
to take the trouble to save you, old fellow ...." {4).

Individuals more frequently have to .confront intractable .situations provoked by forces they
cannot fully comprehend, or even identify their .composition. It is difficult to escape from the
prison without knowing the identity of the warden or the guards. As the aforementioned passage
alludes to, the narrator struggles throughout the novel with the disappearance of the free

individual, the invincibility of his own being, and the subsequent dismembennent that leaves him
lost in the crowd. Whereas Poe's slyly misanthropic narrator finds refuge, is .content to settle for

an illusory freedom in isolation (and through the act of observation), with a non-participatory
role, Pynchon's compromised narrator recognizes the importance of deconstructing the mythical

aura encapsulating the rogue individualism .commonly associated with how freedom is
conceptualized in the United States.
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Emerson recognized the importance of self-reliance, of the liberated existence, but he

alsO identifies the fallacy of thinking a person exists freely and independently solely because that
person lives the isolated life. Rogue individualism undermines the potential benefits society may
accrue through the process of seeking a shared sense of freedom, and it reflects the egoistically
selfish impulse often framing debates about liberty. Mythical individualism, if it ever existed,

failed as a defendable philosophical position because it engendered many of the horrific acts
undertaken in this country's history under the guise of preserving an ostensible freedom.
Although Pynchon and Poe depict the crowd and the role it plays in society pejoratively,
the moral of Gravity's Rainbow is that liberty exists insofar as members of society - the crowd -

work together with one another to overthrow power structures that rule through rigid ideology, or
by stifling discourses - historical, scientific, philosophical - through whose lenses of inquiry we
have been taught to look for the acquisition of wisdom that will in turn fabricate our liberation.
The manipulation of these discourses signifies not only that there is a limit to knowledge, but
also that we must consciously guard any intrusive force seeking to undermine their impartiality.
The crowd may serve a vital and purposeful role if each person contained therein gazes at

all the other individuals surrounding them, and identifies in each of them a rational, self-reliant
agent who also desires to live freely within the boundaries of society. If society fails to develop

this perception collectively it is bound to gradually progress towards the horrific fun house
Pynchon depicts, a condition where individuals feel compelled to look outside themselves, even
Outside the realm of the crowd, to another structure or appurtenance to acquire a sense of
meaning, an end to loneliness, even if that action is detrimental to their well-being. Pynchon
argues the rugged individualism inculcated into the shared American mentality does a disservice
because anyone who abides by its myopic ethos will be find themselves consigned to a double
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.

fai1ure.

First, that person will live in alienated isolation. But soon mental and physical pressures

will begin to press upon him or her until they can no longer bear to remain separate. This in turn
leads to assimilation with the crowd, a vulnerable body already compromised by larger forces,
thus eschewing freedom altogether

1
•

Rethinking the philosophical viewpoint favored by Emerson, incorporating his precepts
into the constitution of modem society can show us how to achieve liberty. However, it is
necessary to expand the abstract conception of self-reliance offered by Emerson to ensure the
benefits of liberty are equally distributed throughout society, In essence, a return to the self is in
order, an embracing of the light, because as Emerson reminds us, "Time and space are but
physiological colors which the eye maketh, but the soul is light; where it is, is day; where it was,
is night; and history is an impertinence and an injury, if it be anything more than a cheerful
apologue or parable of my being and becoming" ( 1168). Pynchon is not the first artist to warn

his audience of the dire consequences emerging from the adaptation of either an excessively
complacent or obstinately defiant mindset. But he expands the existing critical models through
extrapolation, suggesting widespread panic and death will ensue if reformation does not begin
presently.
Turning inward may not offer us a perfect freedom, but it will develop an openness
currently missing from society. As Hannah Arendt explains, "Men are free -as distinguished

from possessing the gift of freedom- as long as they act, neither before nor after; for to be free
and to act free are the same" (153). The freedom of Poe's narrator is negligible, as is Pynchon's,
because both are incapable of practically applying the knowledge they gain to remedy societal
plights, both are free insofar as they remain relatively inert, engaged in describing the condition
I

My central position is in opposition to Patell's argument holding Pyncbon does not fmd the community a place of
refuge because it bas previously been conupted by the various forces acting on it and its problematic relationship to
traditional ideas of individualism.
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of things. Each may experience a modicum of psychological freedom, albeit temporarily, but

fheSe charaCters cannot turn their observations to benefit, translate them into action. Indeed, the
freedom ofPynchon' s narrator hinges on his ability to tell a story, or at least he perceives it to
be, not on his willingness to redress the inequalities and repression he witnesses - his seeing
endows him with knowledge, but that knowledge is both circumstantial and limited in that he is
unable to make any meaningful use of it.
My goal is to elucidate particular spaces in which Pynchon believes freedom can subsist,
to demonstrate the crowd need not be contrary to the principles of liberty. Indeed, the very
crowd that is a source of ridicule harbors great potential should each person contained within it
have a change of heart, an epiphanic moment that freedom can and does exist among the masses.
Emerson, like Mill, recognizes "we are a mob. Man does not stand in awe of man, nor is the soul
admonished to stay at home, to put itself in communication with the internal ocean, but it goes

abroad to beg a cup of water of the urns of men. We must go alone. Isolation must precede true
society" (1170). Progress entails rethinking the lessons of the past and modifying them in the
ways that can suitably redress the errors that have been committed. A person may have a mind
within the crowd, but a person should never possess a mind of the crowd, lest that individual

want surroundings to be the sold arbiter of character, lest that person want to sacrifice freedom.
The crowd must demonstrate a willingness to repel forces that attempt to trap them in
anonymity and fear, while each person navigates the crowded space of society freely, so long as

that movement does not preclude others from garnering a likeminded feeling. The troubles of
the past are with us today, and it would behoove us to listen to figures who have tried to
negotiate similar problems, even if their solutions were imperfect. Constructing the self-reliant
crowd is a tricky prospect, but the potential yield of awe-inspiring dividends seems worth the
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calculated risk. That the problems of yesterday mirror those of today is evidence enough we
bave not discovered the necessary answers required to engender a society more dedicated to
distributing freedom equally among all of its members.
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Chapter Two - Brvon Is Free

It may at first glance seem peculiar to devote a large section of this thesis to the story of a
metaPhorical light bulb, one quite possibly that is a product of the narrator's hallucinatory
imagination. but this illuminated entity most aptly represents the types of lessons society needs

to learn if it is to march forward with a progressive mindset By examining the story of Byron

the Bulb in tandem with Tyrone Slothrop' s physical fragmentation, it allows us to access
Pynchon's attempt to define freedom, how individuals can reclaim their right to liberty in the

midst of a confining system, and more important still, the ways in which an person can assert
themselves within a larger crowd to retain the benefits of liberal individualism. It is important to
address this short narrative because critics have paid it little attention, and Elaine Safer
SUDUDarizes the critical consensus when she notes Byron's journey is a humorous recapitulation
of Tyrone's picaresque travels, mirroring the intrepid traveler' s life both in terms of absurdity
and futility (1 06-07). While the parable ends with the bulb feeling a sense of futility, he is at
least cognmmt of the changes that need to be made, even if he is not the one capable of
implementing them.
Moreover, Byron's intrepid tale recapitulates the importance the story places on physical
light as a transmitter of knowledge. The elect manipulates light and consequently assuages the
crowd into a false sense of security, but it is through the learning process Byron undergoes that it
becomes more evident how we can differentiate the authentic light of knowledge and freedom
from the disingenuous beams of impostors whose only goal is to act in a manipulative capacity.
Read together, the mutual frustration experienced by Tyrone and Byron calls attention to the

unequal nature of ideologies, that the majority of the crowd not only submits itself to the
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machinations of the elect, but actively seeks out their deception, suggesting there is some quality

that jnheres in their message that is moderately comforting, or at least attractive enough to cause
it (the crowd) to reject a more sanguine and liberating philosophy.
The story of Byron' s ascent begins before his birth in the humorously named Baby Bulb
Heaven, an ethereal construct in which the spirits of yet-to-be-born light bulbs await their
production in factories below, which are controlled by a mysterious and nefarious entity named
Phoebus, a subsidiary of I.G. Farben, and presumably an extension of the elect's apparatus. It is
8

surreptitious cartel that monopolizes the international light bulb market though shady business

techniques, which leads the narrator to comment: "One way or another, these Bulb folks are in
the business of providing the appearance of power, power against the night, without reality''
(647; emphasis added). Before his manufacture, Byron is cognizant that he will in fact exist
forever, burning without intem.1ption, and following his birth it is clear his is an immortal soul
"trapped inside the glass prison of a Baby Bulb. "
Despite the prospect of immortality, Byron awaits his birth with palpable tension and
hesitance because he presciently comprehends the life stretched out before him, one in which he

will decipher the nature of the malevolent power structures governing the world, but because
other light bulbs prefer the lassitude of an unthinking existence, he knows there will be little
opportunity to make substantive, revolutionary changes, "a constant struggle to tum their thought
on anything meaningful." He composes a song to illuminate his various frustrations, one that
simultaneously reflects his desire to engender a new way of seeing in the other bulbs and the
comprehension that any rebellion he wants to launch against the elect will prove unsuccessful.
Several lines highlight this tension in particular by juxtaposing Byron's ideological disposition as
opposed to that of his enemies:
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They'll come out 'n' love ya till the break of dawn,
But they run like hell when that light comes on!
So shine on, Baby Bulbs, you're the wave of the fu-ture,
And I'm here to recruit ya,

1n m' great crusade,

Just sing along Babies-come-on-and-join-the-big-pa-rade (648)!
Although the song reflects largely upon Byron's pessimism, there is also a strained hope present,
and it highlights his burgeoning idealism, even through he knows his surroundings will make it

very difficult to actualize his vision. This song question why individuals, or in this instance baby
light bulbs, shun, or are reluctant to internalize his message, not only rejecting it, but actively
retreating from him. Byron insinuates someone else's viewpoint is more attractive, as well as
more adept at recruiting potential subjects. He "has passed the time hatching some really insane
grandiose plans-he's gonna organize all the Bulbs, see, get him a power base in Berlin." But

the suffocating circumstances forces Byron to realize the implausibility of the plans he hatched,
and though his message of liberation and freedom should hold more appeal, it finally holds little
sway. The elect's ideology more easily taps into the public and elicits its sympathies, but it is
also probable, as I will explore more fully later, that because Phoebus is responsible for his
physical appearance (incarnation) that there is a disconnect between what Byron thinks he is
communicating to his fellow bulbs, and what he actually is.
Not all ideologies are detrimental, but society problematically gravitates towards
ideological messages and practices from which the majority of individuals will derive few
tangible benefits. Ideological apparatuses disseminate their messages with the intention of
consolidating power, further entrenching already firmly established power relations. The reason
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to initiate a discussion of ideology (with regard to the concept of freedom) is that Byron
specifically, and consciously, utilizes the term "recruit" to describe his attempts to entice
prosPCCtive light bulbs with his vision of resistance leading to freedom, the type of liberty
equaUy distributed among all of the radiant entities. Louis Althusser contends ideology

interpellates, or hails, subjective individuals. To demonstrate this argument, he offers a situation
in which a person of authority, a police officer for instance, calls out to an anonymous person on

the street, "Hey! You there!" Should the person turn around in response, or behave in a way that
reveaJs acknowledgment of the interpellation, that individual establishes his or her subjective

status.
Moreover, Althusser claims individuals rarely abstain from responding (although he
tenders differing - and contradictory - estimations as to how often a person will turn around)
because humans are inherently ideological creatures, and as subjects we are always-already
interpellated. Responsiveness to ideology is embedded in the human unconsciousness, thereby
making it improbable that a person will formulate a conscious response; visceral impulses
provoke reaction. More important, though, is Althusser' s suggestion that ideology is a
"representation of the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of existence"
(162). Thus an ideology provides each individual with a lens that distorts the true nature of
reality, structures a worldview distinctly separate from actual conditions. He, among others,
demonstrates ideological practices seldom disseminate apart from a hegemonic authority.
Inculcating a specific ideological disposition, or perceptions, into a person gives an authoritative
entity (e.g. a government) the ability to open up the body and make it vulnerable, controls how a
person comprehends and processes the world.
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'Ibus ideology is not a concrete entity as much as it is a filter that actively distorts the

iJDpUlseS conveyed from our sensory perceptions - we can never know an authentic reality
~

it is always subject to the disrupting influence of ideological sieves. Authorities emit

ideological messages with the intention of preventing any communicative dialogue, thus leaving

interpellated subjects exposed to the vicissitudes of altered vision. As Terry Eagleton argues, in
order for an ideology to optimize its efficaciousness, it must have an aesthetic component, a
method of physically altering how individuals perceive the world. The most pragmatic way of
exerting control is to construct power around an ideological worldview because everyone is
always-already an ideological being, thus providing little opportunity for flight. A person
responding to this interpellation situates himself or herself in the ideological spectrum, and is
thus prone to the disfiguring influence of the filter through which reality flows - effectively,

there is no such thing as reality qua reality because ideology deflects any attempt to render the
world authentically.
These observations provide insight into why the elect recruits subjects more effectively

than oppositional elements, thus circumventing any opportunity to create a new order. The
crowd, which is configured in multiple ways throughout the novel, cannot fully understand the
oppressive conditions they subsist under because their ideological perception prevents them from
doing so. Many difficulties arise when rebellious forces attempt to interpellate followers because
the people they strive to reach can never understand the messages these elements disseminate in
their original (or authentic) form because their way of seeing is structured according to the
ideological system in which they are currently entrapped. Gauging the validity of messages
articulated by sources outside of the elect's apparatus is highly difficult A general state of
repression also produces various psychological neuroses, even hysteria, thus compounding the
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..~~:..tnrtton of vision, further ensuring each person will continue to evaluate reality through its

~tations, not through what actually is.

The birth and subsequent manipulation of Tyrone provides an interesting point of
OOIJlPilrison to Byron's pre-infantile desire to treacherously galvanize the remainder of his light
bulb brethren. Tyrone' s parents, who descend from a disintegrating family of puritanical origins,

and in an attempt to recapture the idealized, and probably not-so-real glory of their erstwhile
New England predecessors, sell the body of their son to Lazlo Jamffor experimental purposes to
accrue the monies necessary to educate him at Harvard. Subsequent to this transaction Tyrone's
body becomes a site on which much research and testing is carried out Consequently, this
experimentation leaves him vulnerable as an individual who cannot exercise full control over his

body, and who lacks the affectation necessary to respond to emotional stimuli. Physical
stimulation alone provokes Tyrone into action, and his behavior frequently assumes sexual or
transgressive characteristics. Jam( working in tandem with the elect, and perhaps even a

member of its coterie, renders Tyrone's body docile, opening it up to exploitative handing, and it
goes without saying, depriving him access to freedom. Commenting on this disconcerting
situation, the narrator makes the following observation, one of the novel's most urgent, which
provides keen insight regarding how the elect quells its recruits:
Once something was done to him, in a room, while he lay helpless . ...

His erection hums from a certain distance, like an instrument installed, wired by Them
into his body as a colonial outpost here in our raw clamorous world, another office
representing Their white Metropolis far away (285) .. ..

The first sentence implies the narrator associates a godlike quality with the elect, and that it has
the capabilities, predominantly scientific, to engender helplessness, leaving individuals infant-
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like per se. It is also significant Tyrone undergoes this process of conditioning while in isolation
beCIIuse it suggests the elect, to operate successfully, must first separate an individual from the

rest ofsociety to understand his or her psychological and behavioral proclivities.

After gathering

this information it is possible to train that person sufficiently well to make him or her a tool of

the system, thereby entrapping that individual in the crowd. Moreover, it is also possible to read
Tyrone's compromised state as a parodic negation of Emerson's notion of infancy, that singular
time when self-reliance begins to germinate as the infant" s "mind being whole, their eye is as yet
unconquered, and when we look in their faces we are disconcerted. Infancy conforms to nobody:

all conform to it, so that one babe commonly makes four or five out of the adults who prattle and
play to it'' (1161)2•
And yet this scene also reveals a remarkably immature aspect of this domineering group
of control-obsessed paranoiacs. While they are able to control large crowds, it is quite evident

that containment is possible only after they have gained a certain amount of knowledge about
each person they want to embed in that crowd. A thorough idea of what constitutes :freedom is a
predicate to determining the best methods of imprisonment. With ready access to this
knowledge, they easily unlock the most effective ways to expose the liabilities contained in each
person's individual character. Understanding how each person is defenseless in turn allows them
to mediate their ideological message to them so their receptivity is at an optimal level. As one
character intuitively characterizes the situation present throughout the novel, there are two
questions each of us must ask ifwe are to understand more overwhelming power structures: what
2

It also represents the swift corruption of the natural state John Locke posits each individual is born into, and which
gives said person access to freedom. Looking at Pynchon' s configuration of society, he suggests there is no such
thing as natural state, at least in any meaningful sense because it ceases to exist the moment a person comes into
COntact with the corrupting influences of the world, as Tyrone's manipulation aptly demonstrates. I would suggest
that Pynchon interprets Locke's theory as nothing more than a cosmic joke, unrealizable due to the constraints the
actual conditions of reality impose.
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is the real nature of synthesis, and then, what is the real nature of control (167)? The elect uses

abe accumulation and synthesis of knowledge to extract control from the masses. Using
TyrOne's case as an example, infancy is the most opportune time to begin a program stressing the

importance of conformity. But the tmderlying irony lurking beneath these two questions is that
bUJIUlllS can never know the true nature of control or synthesis because we lack the prerequisite

access to reality that may provide this information - frustration stems from the fact that we want
to understand the nature of reality while simultaneously conceding we can never know what

reality is like because the nature of our vision and perception does not grant us this access.
Indeed, the elect procures its steadfast authority through its keen ability to regulate how
the majority of the population perceives reality, and while isolated elements may resist that
vision there are too few to threaten the dominant power structure. More ironically, the
aforementioned character musing on the nature of control articulates his knowledge and voice
through a psychic medium, Peter Sascha, because he is already dead. He further intones, " You

think you know, you cling to your beliefs. But sooner or later you will have to let them go ... "
(167). While Byron may rethink his ambit claims, those formed while he was still a spirit, he
wants to imagine there can be a world where all light bulbs live under the glow of freedom, but
his mounting frustration with the inefficacy of his approach also fosters a subtle perversity in

him.
Tyrone presents a more enigmatic case, and while his final dissolution suggests he
psychologically deteriorates beyond all repair, it is a final gambit he implements under the
auspices of evading his own bodily condition, of escaping the influence the elect wields over

him.
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Returning to Byron's story, it is important to also consider the trajectory of his life,
fbCUSing specifically on how he is able to access a circumscribed freedom in a system where the

vast majority of people, or light bulbs, cannot escape their shackles.

'Throughout his journeys he

is never entirely self-reliant, and while he often depends on his own powers of ingenuity and
dissimulation to elusively maneuver over a vast geographic area, be personifies the type of social
autonomy necessary for the preservation (or reclamation) of freedom. The words social and
autonomy appear to contradict one another, but contlating the respective ideas implied by each,

we arrive the individual who draws on the resource of freedom that is embedded within a larger
community framework. Developing a harmonious ideological perspective gives society the
proper avenues of recourse to resolve deep conflicts that otherwise appear intractable. Indeed,

the elect's vicious nature, their propensity to first isolate individuals, and then submerge them

into the crowd following the appropriate training, suggests isolation is not a predicate of
&eedom, and that contradictory to Emerson, " isolation does not precede true society" (1170).
Byron rebellious urges are quickly tempered when be tortuously realizes the other light
bulbs are mortal products, and that they are not keen to latching onto the plans of an isolated
dissenter because they would prefer a life without pain, a life of illusions - there is no concern

about who may come after them because they will already be dead. On the other hand, Byron
will always live (as will a miniscule number of other bulbs sporadically positioned around the
world) and it is in his best interest not only to free himself: but to free the other bulbs - both
those burning presently, and those yet to be manufactured - so that there is the possibility of
fonning a community, one not convoked under a miasma of fear, a favored method of the elect,
but one that embraces universal liberty as a founding principle.
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However, Byron develops his grandiose plans in seclusion, and while he intends to
~blJIC

them to the broader community of electric appliances, his failure to engender a social

JDOvement demanding of change substantiates the notion that the appealing strategy developed in
isolation may prove to inefficacious once it enters the public domain, when dissatisfied elements
cfiscover they must act in predefined roles to implement that vision. Byron must first learn of the
benefits love and belonging provides before he can construct a feasible vision of liberty others

will find intriguing.
The initial deaths he experiences, the burning out of bulb compatriots, "hit Byron hard.
He's still a new arrival, still hasn't accepted his immortality. But on through the burning hours
he starts to learn about the transience of others: learns that loving them while they're here
becomes easier, and also more intense-to love as if each design-hour will be the lasf' (649-50).

This realization produces an epiphanic moment in which he discovers the possibility of opening
up access to freedom depends on his ability to understand liberty not as an abstract emotional
state accorded to individuals on a one-by-one basis, but rather it is a feeling that emerges when

an entire community is able to experience it collectively. As the narrator further recounts, "After
Love, then, Byron's next lesson is Silence" (650). One must situate himself or herself within a
larger community- or crowd - before proceeding to tackle the question of freedom, absorb the
surroundings from the position of an observer. Once the community secures its own freedom,
then the individuals who live within that larger group can begin to distinguish themselves from
one another, and to realize the potentialities of individual liberty.
Present here is a critique of Emerson who does not prioritize the role of community in the
development of freedom. He privileges the roles of the individual over community, holding the
two elements in combative tension, although it is inaccurate to say he wholly condemns the
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efits the community may provide. Freedom is a meaningless concept if a person

pot.ennw ben

Jlrives for it while isolated from the remainder of society, and it is arguable whatever that
jodividual finds would constitute an illusory notion of freedom, one sullied by the impact of

ardent misanthropy, thus recalling Poe's myopic narrator. For all its numerous flaws, the elect

succeeds in subduing the majority of society because it understands the importance most
individuals place on community, a shared sense of identification and belonging, and many of the
people who do rebel do so out of egoistic concerns and direct little empathy or concern towards

their feUow victims.
The novel's opening demonstrates how the elect amalgamates a large crowd with the
ostensible intention of bettering chances for survival. It casts the evacuation as a necessary
action, and this consequently gives each person within the group a shared sense of meaning, even
if it coterminously renders them as anonymous subjects. Byron must learn about the importance
of community, and how disparate communities interact with one another, to understand
interdependence is a necessary component for a society to both function and give rise to
freedom. If he develops his philosophy around a flawed conception of community, that is to say,
adopting a perspective and method similar to that of the elect, or even of the narrator, he cannot
attain his lofty goals. The elect interprets the crowd in a unique way, parodically undermining

the Emersonian position that isolation precedes a true society- isolating each person
individually before assimilating them into the crowd is vital.
However, the specific constitution of the crowd differs from how Poe, and later (as will

be seen) Herman Melville render it. Both Poe and Melville describe their crowd as an
anonymous construct, and also specifically note the impotent and static demeanor of individuals
who are a part of that group. But the crowd's confinement differs in Pynchon's rendering of it
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~ it is

faceless crowd, all descriptions provided to the reader treat the crowd as a

coUective, a unified body, whereas Poe and Melville problematize the construction oflarge

groups while still accentuating the distinguishing characteristics of either individual people, or
groups. contained therein. Poe's narrator describes various groups according to their occupation
and class - and by extension appearance - whereas Melville richly characterizes each
crewmember of the Pequod as a differentiated individual, albeit persons who are incapable of
taking the action necessary to prevent their own demise.
Characters in Poe and Melville fail to enact change precisely because of their failure to
act collectively within the broader community. Each man fends for himself Oddly enough,

even these earlier stories depict rogue individualists psychologically deteriorating, and
consequently blending into the crowd, finding that solitary isolation strips them of the capacity to

engender change.
Pynchon's crowd is very much a postmodernist construction, unquestionably responding

to the anxieties inherent to the contemporary human condition. To use Fredric Jameson's
terminology, the crowd is a depthless, flattened body reflective of the superficiality omnipresent

in the modem world, which is a logical progression (or regression, as the case may be) from the
nuanced and differentiated crowds of erstwhile times. Ordering the crowd with more precision,
enhancing its docility, entails robbing its entire population of any defining characteristics.
Looming cataclysmic warfare, the ushering in of a more technologically driven commerce, and
media saturation all ensure the individual is of declining value and importance, and can make
little difference in a setting where human presence is of no consequence - society has created the

tools to provide us the illusion humanity is no longer is in control, and refusing to disabuse
ourselves of the notion, there is always a physical presence responsible for pressing the buttons
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_.r launching the rockets.

Individuals disappear, out of many emerges one undifferentiated

bodY·
Byron's tenuous liberty depends largely on the charity of sympathetic dissidents who

sbuttle him around the globe, forcing him to recognize the arbitrary dissemination freedom, that
acquiring freedom is often contingent upon accidental occurrences, and the power of larger

groups of people, over which the individual exercises little control. Freedom emerges out of
trust and dependence, and society liberates itself through the goodwill of disparate people who

share 8 desire to extricate themselves from confusing and debilitating systems of power. As
Byron nears the end of his journey his vision of the world has begins to crystallize, " he has come
to see how Bulb must move beyond its role as conveyor of light energy alone, " and that, " 'there

are other frequencies above and below the visible band. Bulb can give heat Bulb can provide
energy for plants to grow, illegal plants, inside closets, for example. Bulb can penetrate the
sleeping eye, and operate among the dreams of men'" (653). Reprising the familiar distinction
between the knowledge of light and the ignorance of darkness, while implementing a parodic
sage-like language, this learning process reveals many truths to Byron, most importantly that it is
not enough toe have a good message or provide what is ostensibly a necessary function, but that
one has to appeal to individuals at an emotional level to make an alternative way of perceiving
the world attractive.
Despite this knowledge - Byron indeed becomes enlightened - he is still unable to
SUCcessfully market his message to the other light bulbs, as well as to human society, perhaps
suggesting by the time he learns the secrets he ardently sought, the elect realizes it must
strengthen its own message, emphatically placing more importance on unifying the crowd more
so than previously:
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Byron, as he bums on, sees more and more of this pattern. He learns how to make _
contact with other kinds of electric appliances, in homes, in factories and out in the
streets. Each has something to tell him. The pattern gathers in his soul (Seele, as the core
of the earlier carbon filaments was known in Germany), and the grander and clearer it
grows, the more desperate Byron gets. Someday he will know everything, and still be as
impotent as before. His youthful dreams of organizing aU the bulbs in the world seem
impossible now-the Grid is wide open, all messages can be overheard, and there are
more than enough traitors out on the line. Prophets traditionally don't last long-they are
either killed outright, or given an accident serious enough to make them

stop and think,

and most often they do pull back. But on Byron has been visited an even better fate. He
is condemned to go on forever, knowing the truth and powerless to change anything. No
longer will he seek to get off the wheel. His anger and frustration will grow without
limit, and he will find himself, poor perverse bulb, enjoying it .... (655).
Humorously, and despite his status as a purveyor of electric light, Byron is powerless to change
the conditions of the world. In part, this results from the erroneous and futile planning he
undertook while still an ethereal spirit, which privileged the role of isolation. Moreover, this
fantastic scenario contradicts the distinctly Americanized worldview that emphasizes and
idealistic and mythical individualism, noting true power emerges if communities can reconcile
themselves to one another and work collectively for societal betterment.
But this does not adequately answer why Byron remains unsuccessful, impotent even,
following his didactic journey. Even though he comes to understand the importance of

COmmunity, and gathers data from numerous sources (implying he understands how various
systems work and compete against one another), that he remains an alienated and lonely element,
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preventing him from attracting the crowd with a legitimate message. He depends on the
kindness of others to shepherd him around the world, but he cannot disavow the plans he
developed prior to infancy, and more significantly, does not consult others to gauge how it may

be possible to improve the possibility of launching a workable rebellion. Despite the
contradictions and inconsistencies present in Byron's disposition, the most important reason why

he finally cannot interpellate the crowd is that he is never fully of aware of the content of the
message emanating from him. In other words, the elect, with the aid of its subsidiary Phoebus,
produced Byron, and is thus responsible for his physical, or outward appearance- the quality

and type of light he emits.
Byron harbors an ideological message the elect would categorize as anathema, rubbish,

but he only has conscious control over his thoughts, and not how he manifests them outwardly
through his physical appearance. Thus it is improbable Byron' s attempt to communicate with
the other bulbs are a proprietary product, entirely of his own devising, and that they accurately
convey his sentiments. The light he emanates is always-already a product of the elect, and even
though he has independent cognitive function, this does not permit him the ability to exercise
control over his own body. Although he understands what needs changing, the fact that he is a
physical product of the elect's apparatus stifles him. The messages he sends out, fully intending

to be his own, are lost in translation, and the light blazing from his glass pores is of an
unchanging essence, thus engendering feelings of incompetence and frustration. In this sense,
Byron cannot actualize his plans because he lacks the necessary control over his own body to do

so, and in this sense, he is also powerless because someone else has the ability to direct the flow
of energy coming from him.
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Given the transparent illusions to power and knowledge underlying the parable of Byron,

it is also important to consider the allusive qualities of the vignette, specifically concentrating on
its possible origins. Omnipresent electric light, and the conflicting ideological messages
suggested by this illumination, suggests a major inspiration for Byron's story is Ralph Ellison's
Invisible Man, an unseen and powerless narrator who has been alternately ignored and abused by
society, whose sole way of retaliating against the system that marginalizes him, through racial

and class discrimination, is to burn light bulbs underground, a tacit expression of the power he
simultaneously enjoys and lacks. The narrator's story follows a trajectory similar to that of
Byron. He begins his journey with idealistic notions regarding his potential greatness, the
possibility of changing the world by becoming a great leader of"his people," but he soon learns
he has thought about the world naively. He spends too much time pondering abstractions rather
than formulating an exact plan of how to better society as a whole, alleviate the racial tensions

that serve as the backdrop of the story.
Thus when the narrator retreats to his underground den it is a last ditch effort to acquire a
modicum of individual power, for if he learns one thing during his journeys above ground, it is
that individuals rarely work for a goal out of purely altruistic motivations, and that success lies in
the accumulation of personal power while simultaneously maintaining a charitable, though
fraudulent, disposition that the remainder of society looks upon as being authentic. Throughout

the novel he repetitively dissociates from his own body, engaging in behaviors before he realizes
what is occurring. Like Byron, Ellison's narrator is never certain of how others interpret his
outward behavior, or performance, and thus he rarely understands the true nature of what he says
or does. His time spent in the Brotherhood exemplifies this point. He works for the group under
the auspices that it strives towards the universal emancipation of humankind, to collapse racial
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IJl(i class boundaries, but it quickly becomes apparent the Brotherhood works only to aggrandize

Us own status, accrue its own power through the spreading of its ideological messages.
However, the most notable similarity between the two stories is their similar critiques of
Emersonian self-reliance. Both seek to realistically access the drawbacks of Emerson's idealism
while maintaining there is a central and vital truth present in his work, and that differently
situated groups must have an equal ability to tap into the message of self-reliance if society
wants to fully actualize his (Emerson's) vision.

Ellison's story beings and concludes at the chronological endpoint of the story, but there
is a transformation evident that develops in the narrator between the prologue and the epilogue,

suggesting the power of telling the story, and the possibility it provides for reflection, allows him
to rethink his initial conceptions of freedom and power, which in turn provokes him to perceive
freedom anew, forces him to realize freedom arises out of a communitarian ethic, emerges out of
every individual in society, regardless of the various communities they may belong to, to work
together to fashion a sociably harmonious atmosphere (thus differentiating him from Pynchon' s
narrator who at some level understands what needs to be done, but refuses undertake the work
necessary to implement that vision, and thus inverts the structure of the journey Ellison's
narrator embarks upon).
Many of the observations the narrator makes during the novel's (Invisible Man) opening
sequence are rather immature as he cannot let go of the notion that power and freedom are
constructs applied on an individual basis, that attaining these two states of being are an
independent and isolated endeavor. By acting and speaking defiantly he mimics the attitudes of
those he fled from above ground, those who work under the auspices of emancipating society at
large, but who are only interested in collecting power for themselves. The narrator recounts his
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subversive actions against Monopolated Light & Power, how he constantly bums 1,369 light

bulbs3 in an effort to surreptitiously drain electricity off the company's grid, and also because of

his love of light, which "confirms [his] reality, gives birth to [his] form," but more significantly,
beCaUSe "the truth is light and the light is truth" (6-7). It may be true that, similarly to Pynchon's
novel, light correlates with beneficial knowledge or a favorable ideological disposition, but
problematically, because the clandestine nature of the Invisible Man's rebellion, no one else has
access to that truth, thus negating any message he potentially wants to transmit to the remainder
of society. The best he can do is to drain away a small portion of the compromised and
fraudulent light of knowledge from the company's grid, the universal consciousness.

In Ellison, the light remains out of the public domain, whereas in Pynchon, the light
enters into the public sphere, but because the elect continues to control the physical appearance

of the light the general populace continues to lack access. There is the suggestion of a small
amount of progress in that some form of light is now visible, even if nefarious forces
manipulating it for their own ends have compromised it. But Pynchon's narrator is incorrect
when he asserts, "the Grid is wide open, all messages can be overheard, and there are more than
enough traitors out on the line" (655). Whereas Byron's message loses force because he cannot
exercise control over his bodily disposition and outward appearance, Ellison's narrator does not
succeed because the society he desires to reform is shielded from the knowledge he acquires,
because no one else can hear what he is saying.

3

An interesting note: the number 1,369 is significant because it suggests there is a tangible connection between
Pynchon and Ellison. Late in Byron's parable, the narrator makes a reference to the price of tungsten carbide, a
material central to the production of filaments. The cartel, monopolizing the market, sets different prices in different
parts of the world, but the first market he makes reference is to Germany, where prices have been set between $37
and $90 per pound. Thus the number 37 is significant because it is the square root of 1,369. Ahhough we should
not take this as the only evidence for the nexus between the two stories, it is highly suggestive of link, as it seems
too coincidental to chalk up Pynchon choosing to use this number arbitrarily, and with the thematic emphasis on
breaking down discourses present throughout the novel, this is an instance where something is literally dissected.
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As Ellison's story progresses, his narrator comes to realize the meaninglessness of the

Mjeerlom" he enjoys while hidden away in a rebarbative hovel, and as the novel nears its close

be sardonically observes that his " world has become one of infinite possibilities" (576). His

retreat underground reflects the ingenuous philosophy of an individual who takes Emersonian
constructions of self-reliance, independence, and freedom to their logical ends, before
recognizing there is a central flaw correlated with this way of thinking. As Kun Jong Lee

explains, the "'Narrator's underground tinkering with Emerson' s ideas suggests both an act of
subversion and an attempt at appropriation and redirection. Through these complex efforts
Ellison at once criticizes and claims and Emersonian heritage" (3 31 ). Moreover, the narrator
comments he is "invisible, not blind," suggesting he realizes the detrimental nature of the
situation in which he confined himself, that a profound void develops when a person has to face
the world alone without any support. Ellison also takes issue with the Emersonian notion that
isolation must precede true society. The narrator's isolation results after a long spell in a hostile
society that engenders feelings of disaffection and hatred him in, but it is also important to
observe he expends little effort thinking about how to fit into society, how to make it work
better, during the initial time he spends above ground. There is always a self-imposed
isolationist mentality present in his disposition.
Interacting with others poses the threat of encountering elements who openly profess
their hatred, racial or otherwise, but it is also clear his reluctance to engage in meaningful
dialogue results from internalizing an ethic which holds the only way to pursue freedom is to
achieve unquestionable power, dominance, and authority. Indeed, the majority of the narrator' s
frustrations derive from his failure to lay claim to the sort of power he desires, a controlling
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iofiuence uninterested in creating a more egalitarian conception of liberty, a preoccupation with

die sheer accumulation of strength, the ability to control the destiny of others.
Upon arriving in New York, the Ellison' s narrator attempts to meet with an older

gentleman by the name of Emerson, but he is not afforded the opportunity, and has to settle for a
meeting with his son, an apologetic liberal who affects racist tendencies. Lee contends the

symbolism contained in this encounter exemplifies the notion that African Americans lack the
means to access, and subsequently actualize, an Emersonian idealism because societal forces

work against them, actively prevent them from doing so. However, this critique can extend
further, and I would claim a similar argument holds true for all differently situated others, or
those groups that find themselves marginalized by the dominant power structure, white and black
alike. Emerson represents the well meaning, but misguided idealism often espoused by white,
well-educated liberals who fail to take into account the inequity that characterizes American
society, the forces that work against realizing their idealism. This does not negate the
importance of his philosophy, but it forces us to reconsider whether it is possible to give all
differently situated groups equal access to an idealistic vision that has henceforth remained
closed off, and how best to develop a more expansive conception of self-reliance.
Only at the end of his journey is the narrator able to admit to himself, "It's 'winner take
nothing' that is the great truth of our country or of any country. Life is to be lived, not
controlled; and humanity is won by continuing to play in the face of certain defeat" (577).
Making the decision to ascend to the ground above him entails returning to a community, albeit
one currently suffering under the fracturing influence of racism and indifference. It is a space
with many flaws, but it is perhaps a more optimistic setting despite its drawbacks than the

alienated surroundings he currently resides in, for "In going underground, [he] whipped it all
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~t the

mind. And the mind that has conceived a plan of living must never lose sight of the

dJBOS against which that pattern was conceived. That goes for societies as well as for
individuals. Thus, having tried to give pattern to the chaos which lives within the pattern of your
certainties, I must come out, I must emerge" (580-81 ).
For Ellison's narrator, this period of self-imposed hibernation allows him to reevaluate

boW be views his own existence, forces him to reconsider what it may mean to be empowered.

His invisibility is not only a product of a hostile and contentious social setting, but it also
emerges from his own parochial views of the world - what it may mean to exist freely, what it

means to have power. His narrative reveals the silent code he allowed to dictate the course of his
life, a set of rules that disregarded the part of a larger collective in favor of playing games of risk
and chance to appease elements who have the ability to bestow upon him the control he initially

sought In short, he never attains the level of personal power he desires because of he incorrectly
assumes that compliance will distinguish him from the remainder of society, when in fact it
leaves him lurking in the shadows, invisible and unhappy, an anonymous member of the crowd.
Individually complying with a power structure reinforces the hegemony that organization or

network: enjoys, it is not a pathway leading to freedom, nor will it empower a person in any
meaningful way.
A long period of reflection compels the narrator to realize the individual can play a vital
role, can trend towards a free life, if that person arrives at the conclusion the crowd (or

community as it may be) can effectively combat the repressive forces that seek to hold them in
check. Indeed, "Ellison redefines the self of Emersonian self-reliance, bridging the gap between

the personal and the political, the meditative and the active, in ways Emerson could not" (Lee
339-40). Emerson could never properly conceived of what it means to exist individually because
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ofbis narrow range of experience, the cloistered life that permitted him to rely on abstractions.
pynchon and Ellison consider what is necessary to bring Emerson' s idealism to life, to make his

ethereal theorizing applicable to everyone, not just the privileged or the white. This entails
acknowledging the fallacy of believing isolation can precede a harmonious and just society.
American history repetitively demonstrates many groups have had to confront the isolating
effects of marginalization, repression, racism, even genocide, all complicating factors that
suggest the march towards liberty becomes more complex and increasingly difficult when a

group or individual has to begin that journey from a compromised position. Both authors teach
us to think about the problem of freedom and individualism realistically, force us to
acknowledge the mythos of the rogue individualist often found in American literature is a
fantasy, that the lone outcast rarely achieves his or her desired goals, but instead confronts a life
of pain and confinement at the behest of more powerful forces, their freedom not extending
beyond their narrow container of space.
Admittedly, it is highly idealistic, perhaps to the point of being flawed, to think all
members of a crowd, or individuals descending from disparate communities can work together in
order to maximize universal access to freedom. Both Pynchon and Ellison insist as much in their
parables of power, which delineate the possible recourse common individuals can make to
dismantle the overwhelming and burdensome forces governing society - forces, both authors
take note of because of the underlying whiteness guiding their logic.
Throughout his novel, Pynchon casts the elect, through inference, as a group of white,
Predominantly male individuals who want to reclaim and consolidate the power they believe
other groups are quickly seizing control of; in short, to rebuild a declining empire4• Whereas

4

Antonio Marquez suggests, "Pynchon associates the doctrine of election with the notion of racial and cultural
Superiority inherent in the European and American colonialism-imperialism" (98). During the period in which the
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BlliSOD also examines the ills of white society, concerning himself particularly with the overt
racism espoused by Southerners, and the covert, misguided racist tendencies that belie the
intentions of "understanding" white liberals. Engendering a new consciousness will do much to
alleviate the problems we currently face. Ellison's narrator becomes enlightened, comprehends
now that he is, metaphorically, a single light bulb embedded within a vast pattern of entropic
chaos, consequently resulting in his epiphanic moment that any plan or life that privileges the
role of isolation is inadequate because it fails to give consideration to that chaos with which it

must contend.
His failure is reminiscent of Byron's initial naivete, who also failed to comprehend the
intricate nature of the world in which he will have to carry out his rebellion. Like Ellison's
Invisible Man, Byron also begins to perceive more accurately the chaotic patterns laid out before

him, and indeed, this "pattern gathers in his soul," which engenders the inevitable feelings of
desperation that arrive concomitantly with the acquisition of knowledge that forever changes
how he looks at the world, a world he knows he will never be able to reform both because of his
own limitations, and the limitations society has imposed upon itself.

novel was composed, the presence of the United States in Vietnam elicited arguments that the conflict reflected the
COuntry's imperialist impulses. which. obviously turned out rather badly. While Pynchon historically situates the
doctrine of election with the concept of whiteness, it is a distinction be attempts to deconstruct by illustrating its
many inherent flaws.
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Chapter Three- Tyrone's Scattering In Context

Critical attention focusing on Tyrone Slothrop' s physical disintegration, and
cfisseiJlination, places much emphasis, perhaps to excess, on how his journey through Europe, on
which be embarks because of his conditioned subjectivity, represents a gradual and insidious
wearing away of his personality. The journey culminates in his final scattering, in which his
physical remains precipitate upon the European landscape. However, I think it is more
appropriate to think about this process more skeptically, focusing on a potentially redemptive
reading of this enigmatic action as a product of his own desire to spread an enlightening and
liberating message instructing society how to best rid itself of the elect, or any other groups that

work to imprison the majority of the populace. Signs of Tyrone's fragmentation do not take long
to appear in the novel, and the first appearance he makes is not in a physical capacity, but is

rather tangential, an indirect meeting through the scattered accoutrements defining his quotidian
existence. These traces emerge visually in a photograph taken by Teddy Bloat:
Tantivy's desk is neat, Slothrop's is a godawful mess. It hasn't been cleaned down to the
original wood surface since 1942. Things have fallen roughly into layers, over a base of
bureaucratic smegma that sifts steadily to the bottom, made up of millions of tiny red and
brown curls of rubber eraser, pencil shavings, dried tea or coffee stains, traces of sugar
and Household Milk, much cigarette ash, very fine black debris pick and flung from
typewriter ribbons, decomposing library paste, broken aspirins ground to powder (18).
The narrator proceeds to spend a full page detailing the contents of Slothrop's des~ intimating
the possibilities for knowing who he is are limited because of his compromised physical and
psychological status. Looking at these materials allows us to indirectly arrive at tentative
conclusions about his character.
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His desk contains mountains of otiose detritus, much of which invokes the decadence

aDd waste of contemporary society, but which concomitantly signals the impossibility of
uocfer5t8Dding who someone by examining the physical traces of their presence. The narrator
iovokes descriptions calling attention to decomposition, fragmentation, and decay, suggesting

Tyrone's mental state is in disarray. Fine black debris, cigarette ash, and powered aspirin all

appear innocuous enough, but their presence implies Tyrone's failure to clean his desk to the
original wood surface, for an unfathomable three years, reveal these fragments provide minimal
protection, that to strip everything away would reveal a truth he is incapable of handling - these

are the fragments he has shored against his ruin. A clean desk would speak of a fearful
emptiness, and reveal that he has no control over his own movements, thus he engages in an act
of willful deception.
When his remains scatter over the landscape we should not read it as a final act of
destruction inflicted by the elect, a final proclamation of their unquestioned dominance. Nor
should we consider it a reflection of a nihilistic despair that inheres in Tyrone. Rather, this
unique method of physical dispersion is an attempt to rebel against the elect's power structure

that universally incarcerates anyone who is not a member of its coterie, also providing him with
a release from his confinement. The elect's method of surveillance and containment certainly
have a certain panoptic characteristic about them - those who act in the capacity of wardens or

guards have unobstructed vision with which to observe and hold society in check, whereas those
subjected to confinement opaquely lack the insight to identifY who their captors are5•

5

Michel Foucauh argues the panopticon "must be understood as a generalizable model of functioning; a way of

defining power relations in terms of the everyday life of men" (205). And furthermore, a disciplinary entity,
normally figured in the form of a government, or more literally a prison, can assure its power through the use of
Panopticism because it provides assurances that said power can "be exercised continuously in the very foundations
of society" (208). However, the key to why the disciplinary regime works effectively through the use of
panopticism, and it is a quality articulated throughout Pynchon, is that "it arrests or regulates movement; it clears up
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Thus the elect unceasingly exerts an empty presence, its intangibility threatening, the

..,pressed and shackled unaware of the direction in which they should address their perplexed
1118er•

To escape the terror of this panoptic surveillance regime, the only viable option for

ryrone is to co-opt the group's strategy, and then redirect it towards them, physically
encapsulating the system they created in way that makes it impossible for the elect to discover

what, or who, has instigated this reversal of fortune.
Tyrone, by engaging in the process of self-dismemberment, inverts the Emersonian

dictum, "The objection to conforming to usages that have become dead to you, is, that it scatters
your force," (1163) because it is the process of scattering that allows him to break free from the
conformity of a system, one that by novel's end appears moribund, its light extinguished.
However, Emerson's sentiments applies many of the novel's other characters- Roger Mexico

and Franz Polder in particular - who recognize the malignant nature of the political situation, and
yet refuse to implement corrective measures, instead coming to relish their confinement because

they are unable to imagine the possibility of living freely, the elect having provided them with
relationships, a sense of attachment, a perverse contentment.
Although Emerson's idealism poses many problems, specifically his disputable assertion

that the isolation of individuals must necessarily precede a functional and liberated society, it is
important to note this contention stems from the way in which he orders his priorities, and not his
ambit claim that a person must learn to function more self-reliantly within society if we are to
build stronger communities, more resilient crowds. Tyrone's dissolution amplifies this assertion
(as does Byron's autodidactic education) in that he sees isolated rebellion failed to pose a
credible threat to the elect, that the remainder of society needs to receive a message that

COnfusion; is dissipates compact groupings of individuals wandering about the country in unpredictable ways; it
establishes calculated distributions" (219).
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UIJ8IIlbiguously proclaims it is collective action, and the action of individuals within that group,

wtJicb provides the most realistic opportunity to claim victory over their foes.
A rebellion characterized by a decentralized and tactical strategy is the anodyne society

must seek out. The logical solution to combating the elect's nefarious nature, while unifying
oppressed victims under a protective umbrella, requires developing a resistance that encompasses

the totality of society. Tyrone's fragmentation accomplishes this goal. However, the narrator
does not find this logic defensible, and he ostensibly characterizes the plan, and its
implementation, as a failure. Although the narrator' s myopic assertion stems largely from his
own compromised status - he has been enfolded into the elect's network:
There is also the story about Tyrone Slothrop, who was sent into the Zone to be present at
his own assembly-perhaps, heavily paranoid voices have whispered, his time 's

assembly-and there ought to be a

punch line to it, but there isn't. The plan went

wrong. He is being broken down instead, and scattered (738; Pynchon's Italics).
Successfully eroding away the logic that built the system must include a process of disassembly,
of breaking down the discourses and philosophies the elect used to reinforce their hegemony.
Tyrone situates the physical transaction of fragmentation as an open and visible process
to encourage the remainder of society to engage in a similar 1ransformation. Michael Berube

places the breakdown within the novel's established tendencies of using pornographic
representations to demonstrate the functioning of manipulative scientific and philosophical
discourses, arguing this characterization "describes a regressive amnesia that recreates illusory,
prelapsarian (or prelinguistic) unities through a complex mechanism of dismemberment and
teconfi.guration; and since nostalgia itself works by much the same dynamic, Pynchon' s
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-pornography" gives us fresh purchase on the cultural critique of nostalgia as well" (244)

6

.

If we

tead Tyrone's dismemberment as a cultural critique, then it is logical to assume Tyrone justifies
bis actions under the auspices that his physical remains literally filters out the elect's dominant
ideology, their perverse worldview, in order to render it innocuous.
Because there is no possibility of locating the elect's nexus of power, and because they

exert influence over a wide geographic area, rooting out the problem at its core is not only
unfeasible, it is impossible. Thus Tyrone must disperse his bodily fragments over as widespread

an area as possible. This serves two functions: it allows the spread of a new mentality that severs
any of the elect's influence, a new consciousness as Raymond Olderman puts it (199), but more
importantly it further illustrates the inherent flaws contained in Byron's desire to attract and rally
7

likeminded light bulbs to his ideological disposition

•

Tyrone's dissolution circumvents any potential for misinterpretation. While his body
remained under the influence of the elect, subject to their conditioning techniques, once that

body is not longer a unified object he deprives them of the control they once claimed over his

him. The elect succeeds in controlling unified wholes - the frightened crowd evacuating the
city, a group of movie theater patrons, military forces, colonial outposts. That is, those things

they are able to locate in their undivided and unexpurgated state. If individuals rise up to exert
6

Berube is not the first critic to discuss the novel' s proclivity for using the metaphor of pornography relating to
how Pynchon depicts the perversion of various discourses. Steven Weisenburger, note a similar tendency with
reference to the mental dissolution of Franz POlder, who suffers at the behest of the tortures the elect inflicts upon
him. Indeed, Polders tortuous ptmishments "are comprised of a strange mixture of film and calculus, which for
Pynchon are both analogous to pornography insofar as their function is to transect a flowing reality into still frames,
again and again, for observation" {1979, 145). Various discourses hold individuals captive, perhaps because those
persons find them more appealing than the alternative, but also because we tend to associate the breaking down of
things with their simplification, making them easier to process, thus engendering the fitlse illusion that they no
longer pose any harm.
7
Moreover, Michael Berube argues, "Slothrop's scattering is Pynchon' s attempt to imagine a dismemberment that
does not configure itself into a vision of retrospective totality: dissolution works here in the by now routine service
of deconstructing the supreme fictions of the integrity of the self' (250). The underlying suggestion being this
instmce of fragmentation provides the opportunity for a more beneficial reassembling, one, I argue, it is the job of
the remainder of society to undertake.
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dleir freedom ''within and against the crowd," as Ralph Ellison asserts, it disturbs the
(lOIIlposition of the crowd, no longer casting it as a unified body.

Instead. we can identify this refigured crowd as an assembly in which scattered forces
and motivations hold the crowd together while still maintaining its structural integrity, thus
circuroSCribing any attempt the elect may undertake to reassert its authority, leaving it a
disoriented and ineffectual group. Moreover, this provides the framework for creating harmony
among all groups in society, because under the current dynamic anyone who exists outside of the
elect's core faces the prospect of marginalization. It is also significant to recall the language

used to describe Tyrone' s initial condition, which renders his body as a "colonial outpost" By
carrying out his rebellion over the European landscape Tyrone symbolically re-colonizes those
countries and groups that did much to deprive many, particularly the populations of much of
Africa and Southeast Asia, of their freedom through imperialist conquests.
The whiteness Pynchon objects to is that suggested by the mental images conjured by
colonialist Europeans, he does not demonize all white individuals as it is evident the majority of

the elect's victims are white, and either of European extraction, or descendant from that tradition,
who suffer because of their inability to separate themselves, and their consciousness from that

history. Tyrone encloses the geographies and psychologies of hatred tied to the imperialist
mentality, primarily characteristic of Europe, through certainly this impulse is expansive, and
hereditary, as the United States co-opts it as a model of consolidating power. Enclosing the
enclosure, so to speak, inverting panoptic techniques the elect used to retain and multiply its
power, to use Michel Foucault's description, "induces the inmate [here, the elect] a state of
conscious and permanent visibility that assure the automatic functioning of power" (20 1).
Circumventing the ability of the elect to retain its access to power may alleviate the burdens of
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rtJtiifP"f and IJislor)', provide a chance to begin anew, restore life to a decaying continent- and
itS

~dants -that began losing its sense of identity with the closing of the imperial momenL

I

\
\
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Chapter Four- Lost in the Crowd

As Gravity's Rainbow approaches its conclusion readers witness a scene eerily similar to

tbe evacuation with which the novel opened. In a darkened movie theater eager patrons sit
cransfixed in their seats, waiting for a film to begin. The building that holds their vulnerable

bodies is the target of a rocket descending from the sky, falling silently, and with exponentially
accelemting speed, towards the exposed structure. Whereas the evacuees in the opening scene
are in perpetual motion, the theatergoers are paralyzed in their seats, unable to move, for they
cannot move without the impetus of projection of image on to the now blank screen. The crowd,
as it is depicted here, not only adopts a fatalistic attitude holding that the theater will act as a

sarcophagus, both literally and metaphorically, but its reticence suggests deeper problems about

the after effects of an ideology that is slowly fading from view - they are unable to escape its
grasp.
8

Even should the rocket miss its intended target, which occurs with regularity , the patrons
cannot emancipate themselves because their bodily movements and psychological dispositions

are wholly dependent on the ideological messages previously emanating from the elect, and
shown visibly on the movie screen. However, each individual bas the opportunity to reclaim his
or her freedom by walking away - disbelieving in - the structures and projections that have held
them captive, to see the world through a new lens, an unclogged filter. Chronologically, this
incident takes place well after Tyrone's bodily dissolution, his attempt to inculcate a beneficial
ideology into those previously held captive. If the crowd wants to succeed, it must abnegate the
manipulative philosophy and ideology of the elect, which are absolutist in their capacity to

• As suggested by the principles implied by the concept of the Ellipse of Uncertainty- the idea that the chance of a
rocket striking its intended target directly are, for all intensive purposes, near zero.
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uodernllne and dissemble the truth, their ability to tum those outlets through which society
belieVes it can accrue knowledge and enlightenment into effective weapons, carcereal devices.

If there is a moral to discern from Tyrone's scattering, it is that individuals must refute

the argument that there is only one truth to pursue, one method of hierarchically organizing
society. Making this recognition provides the crowd with the opportunity to regenerate itself,
(osterS the coming together of disparate communities

in a harmonious way. But the patrons'

captivity at the theater suggests Tyrone's message failed to hit its mark, did not adequately
interpellate its intended audience. They continue to find the false light of the elect more
captivating, suggesting it is not enough to lay the framework for a new consciousness, that
individuals must invest their belief in the authenticity and viability of new ways of seeing.
As should be clear at this point, the elect succeeded in maintaining its power through its
effective rejection of all ambiguity and nuance, disregarding all superfluity, effacing the space
between one and zero because this is the area where uncertainty lurks. Pynchon's final message,

his attempt to understand why the crowd fails to respond, comes in the form of a warning, one
which he uses to connect his novel to another fictional landmark in which a persuasive force
demagogically forces the crowd to act against its own best interests, Moby-Dick. Through the

use of imagery, specifically the invocation of the blank power of whiteness (associated in
Melville with his mythical white whale) Pynchon tries to cope with the problem of complacency
and susceptibility that renders the crowd impotent in its response to overpowering forces.
Moreover, the failures Pynchon articulates echoes those voiced by Melville, especially
the need to find a middle ground, the necessity of rejecting the roguish (and controlling)
individualism fom1d in Ahab's character, "a grand, ungodly, god-like man," while also
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expressing dismay with the obsequious nature of the crowd, figured here in the form of the ship' s

cteW·
The ship's crew, while being composed of a variety of characters, unites and defines

itself in tenns of its subjectivity, and as an extension of Ahab's paranoid mentality. For
Pynchon, any practical solution to ideological imprisonment must emerge from within the crowd,
but one that has a clearly delineated composition: each atomistic element of the crowd, which

may include either persons or individual communities, must have the ability to figure itself as a
discrete, independent entity, while also maintaining a cohesive and viable coalition capable of
rebelling against any organization which seeks to treat the crowd as a singular body, thus
engendering universal confinement The crew of the Pequod, interestingly enough, has all of

these characteristics, but they fail to combine their strength in order to deny the validity of
Ahab's message.

In the final passage of Gravity's Rainbow, appropriately entitled "Descent," the narrator

at last submerges himself within the confines of the crowd. Any distance remaining between the
narrator and the story he has told, which progressively narrow as the events of the novel unfold,
collapses entirely when he assumes his place in the audience, taking a position alongside other
fervent movie fans. However, he does not pose any threat to the audience as a Platonic figure
returning to his cave to join other prisoners, with recently acquired knowledge in hand and ready
for dissemination. He poses no threat because, despite becoming enlightened, observing
firsthand the drawback of the elect's system, he wants to return to the darkness, and his
compatriots welcome him back unquestioned, certainly posing no bodily threat to him.

But the narrator's reinsertion into the audience also exemplifies another problematic
dimension of his attitude, as well as the dispositions of those he sits beside. He is incapable of
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IJD(lerSt3D.ding the world from both individual and societal perspective; there is never a time

when he does not overtly privilege one over the other, thus creating instability (Siegel 47).
Yielding to either a strict ethic of individualism, or to a despotically structured crowd, fails
beC8lJSe neither framework can provide an individual with a coherent identity. Characters retrace
8

similar pattern of behavior and thought, which ultimately renders them identity-less.
Tyrone initially makes use of various disguises in an attempt to hold onto a rigidly

pmitanical sense of self, an identity he initially feels compelled to retain, but this sense of self
did not derive from anything inherent to his character, but rather is a product of exterior forces
acting on his mind and body. With each successive masquerade he becomes increasingly
alienated from himself; any attempt at self-preservation flounders because he aims to be
everything but himselt: that is, an innately articulated notion of how he conceives his own
identity. Tyrone's scattering is an attempt to redress the beliefs he now realizes were fallacious,
and thus in his own death he hopes to alert others to the perils of adhering to an identity that
someone else manufactures for them.
Likewise, Franz Pokier's insanity stems from his emancipation from the bureaucratic
structures under which he toiled for the majority of his adult life - a cog in the elect's machine.
He cannot imagine himself living apart from the institutions that have concomitantly
manipulated him and provided him with a sense of meaning. Thus when the elect relinquishes

him from his duties, allows him to go free, Franz can never cultivate a meaningful definition of
what it means to live freely, and thus his liberty allows him to decide he cannot live apart from
the life he formerly knew. Even though the elect's system is moribund, Franz insists on
continuing to interpret his reality through the perspective it cultivated in him, thus resulting in his
psychological fragmentation.
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As in the opening vignette, individuals gather in the movie theater with the hope it will

provide the confines in which to hide, to remain relatively protected from objects that may
iJDpOse physical harm. Immersion in the crowd provides a visceral sensation of sheltered
comfort, whereas the thought of liberty unnecessarily provokes feelings of disquiet. These
misguided individuals, appropriately termed throughout the novel as the "preterite," cloak
themselves in a forgetful blanket of anonymity to quell their anxieties. But there is still unease
resonating among those in the crowd, suggesting that once individuals find themselves in this
situation they sense that their surroundings will not provide the protection it promised; indeed,
their bodies are more exposed than ever, open to the multiplicity of forces that seek to
manipulate and control them.
The prospect of freedom should not induce fear- the meaningless and serried crowd into
which they have plunged themselves should. The mistake these individuals make, as do
Melville's characters, is they want to separate, dichotomize, the individual from society, to posit
these two conditions are necessarily incompatible with one another. It is possible to strike a
balance between the individual and society so that they can exist simultaneously without posing
a threat to each other, and as John Stuart Mill argues, " In proportion to the development of his
individuality, each person becomes more valuable to himself, and is therefore more capable of
being more valuable to others. There is a great fullness of life about his own existence, and
when there is more life in the units there is more in the mass which is composed of them" (70).
Pynchon, drawing on ideas from both Mill and Emerson, suggests the ideal state is one in
which individuals achieve equilibrium between the personal and public sectors, that individuals
should abstain from making arbitrary judgments about how these two interacting components
may be antithetical to one another. Unduly privileging either the role of the individual, or the
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presence of the crowd (society), is not beneficial because it entails obstructing the excluded
caregory from our line of sight. Mill emphasizes that an individual, to function hannoniously

with the surrounding society, must understand himself or herself qua their autonomous existence,
and from there can better comprehend how their individual characteristics and nuances can
benefit the crowd in which they are immersed. Failing to take this step results in each person
Jacking intrinsic understanding of their own identity, in which case that person imperils himself
or herself to exterior influences and nefarious ideological practices that seek to contain the
crowd, in turn shaping and manipulating this person because of their compromised status.
Danger reaches critical mass when an individual expresses and overly eager desire to join
the crowd, which suggests that person has concluded being a member of the crowd is the only
way of deriving a cogent identity. Indeed, that person would not derive any meaning, but would
constitute himself or herself both as a component of the crowd, and as a subject, responding
purely to the forces, ideological or otherwise, acting on their amalgamated body.
And yet the narrator's parting words betray the palpable sense of failure he experiences,
demonstrates his recognition he can no longer remain segregated from the scenes he has
described. In part, his absorption into the crowd typifies the failure of his opaque vision, and
suggests he is never able to comprehend fully the forces he grappled with throughout the novel.
But it also implies the loneliness of isolation has become too much of a psychological liability,
and the prospect of existing with others, even though he may "lose himself' in the process, holds
great appeal. However, it is also important to note that his individual rebellion fails exactly
because of his self-imposed isolation, one that prevents him from ever attaining an optimally free
.

-

existence. Societies cannot function effectively if the constitutive parts of that community,

jndividual human beings, refuse to acknowledge both their right to exist a free agents, while also

rakiD8 account of the being positioned within a broader context.
CharaCters who consciously isolate themselves amid the elect's labyrinth system discover

the trUe nature of imprisonment, and experience a state of confinement equal to that anyone
entrenched in the mindless crowd experiences. Indeed, the theatergoers not only firmly establish

their subjectivity, but also openly profess their reliance on the movie that fails to project

onscreen:
The rhythmic clapping resonates inside these walls, which are hard and gloss as coal:

Come-on! Start-the- show! Come-on! Start-the-show! The screen is a dim page spread
before us, white and silent. The film has broken, or a projector bulb has burned out. It
was difficult even for us, old fans who've always been at

the movies (haven't we?) to

tell which before the darkness swept in. The last image was to immediate for any eye to
register (760).
Along with the entire first paragraph of the concluding section, this statement is noteworthy
because it demonstrates the narrator's unhinging as he abruptly, and repeatedly, shifts the tense
in which he speaks. This raises an important question. Does the narrator recount these events in

hindsight, thus implying both he and the audience found a way to circumvent death, or does the
deviation from the present tense, in which he has spoken throughout the narrative, indicate a
resigned attitude, one that holds demise is unavoidably imminent- regardless of whether he
physically perishes - thus leaving him in a state of hysteria because he is aware of what he is
sacrificing but cannot prevent himself from doing so?
The novel does not end, as much as it simply fades out, in much the same way movies
often conclude, with the narrator impelling the audience in singing one last song, inferring that
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biS acquiescence to tb.e elect is nearly complete, and that his only method of retaining a tenuous,
dJough imperfect, freedom - telling a story - is no longer an efficacious way of separating
)JiJDSelf from tb.e crowd because it provides him little opportunity to act, translate his novel into

seeds which will germinate subsequently into freedom.
The final words of the novel, a subdued "now everybody" suggests the narrator
djsappears into the crowd, that he will no longer be the hand turns time, but more importantly,

that any message or moral imperatives suggested by his story (and by Tyrone's dissolution) fell
on the deaf and indifferent ears of the audience. His individual resistance, he realizes, is futile,

and thus there is little point in continuing. Concluding with the word "everybody" is the most
important aspect of the denouement; not only because it verifies the narrator's amalgamation into
the elect's apparatus, but also using this world also signals that the narrator and theatergoers exist
only as physical bodies for the elect to manipulate, as subjects of their ideological messages.
Had the audience liberated itself from the theater's peril, found a way to merge individual
freedom with the presence of a larger crowd, it is likely would have chosen to use "everyone"
instead. Although dictionaries define both words identically, they differ in their connotation,
especially in this context. "Everyone" connotes that a person is part of a larger collective body
while still maintaining access to his or her individual identity and freedom (they are still "one"),
whereas "everybody'' evokes the image of an anonymous crowd herded into an undifferentiated
mass, with now individual persons embedded therein unidentifiable.
The prospect of this distinction also reinforces one of the more paradoxical aspects of the
way in which the elect functions, how their ideological messages interpellate the crowd. Their
ideology works equally on two distinct entities: the isolated person acting solitarily and the
reticent, identity-less crowd that has been chained together. Either way, the elect forces a person
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10

see through the lens provided by group (crowd) membership -

for those already contained in it

tbis exposes the impossibility of existing elsewhere, and for the rogue individualist, it signals the
iJDpotency of his own effort, that it will never succeed as long as the majority of society remains

in the mindless crowd, united against his efforts.
The isolated person, after a sustained period of separation, realizes failure is unavoidable,
and thus the crowd enfolds him or her into its presence - the narrator acquiesces willingly
because of this knowledge, that if failure is the only option, then the crowd allows him to give up

his flawed effort, provide him with the consoling company of those who have constituted
themselves as subjects out of need. Moreover, implementing "everyone" would signify the
crowd has achieved the necessary equilibrium whereby each person optimizes his or her personal
freedom while maintaining a substantive connection to a broader community, to the point where
it becomes evident the preservation of liberty hinges on developing such a relationship.
Despite the equivocally negative ending of the novel, it is unreasonable to contend
Pynchon has accepted humanity's failure, but rather, that in the particular instances the narrative
depicts extraneous forces were too suffocating to apply the necessary ministrations, or that the
public could not overcome its complacency to save itself. The importance of the conclusion does
not lie in whether the narrator and audience successfully rebel, but in whether we as readers are
able to identify their mistakes. Through our acquaintance with their failures we are able to
decode where they have gone wrong, and from there we can analyze the possibilities for
refonning our reality in order to make a space for liberty, engender the type of crowd where
freedom may abide endogenously.
Creating this space involves disavowing all form of ideological absolutism, the
essentializing of discourses, which trap humanity between a past it can never know and a present
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ill wftich it cannot live. What I have described as Pynchon' s vision is very much a sort of
C()IDIDunitarian freedom - the recognition liberty depends on all member of a given society
working together with one another, groups coming together to form a harmonious crowd, in

order to maintain autonomy from authoritarian structures that may try to impose themselves
upon everybody in the attempt to seize control and power.
The lessons of Byron, and of Ellison, teach us that individual entities in the crowd must
learn to act more benevolently towards one another, to desist turning inward to express antipathy,

and admit it is through a collective effort that the best opportunity for regaining independence
arises. Pynchon's novel does not didactically proclaim there is one pathway society can take that

will lead directly to a more free and equitable society, but there are substantial implications
implied by the albescent movie screen.
It acquires a redemptive quality because it embodies the principle of absence - it is
necessary to begin anew without having to peer through the elect's ideological lens any longer.

Whiteness, ironically, covers the spot where the elect formerly disseminated its ideological
messages. With the surface now stripped bare of projected imagery, the crowd has the
opportunity to free itself from the abject influence of the elect, which they in part willingly
subjected themselves to. The crowd now has the ability to freely choose how they want to
Proceed, but it is an opportunity it squanders.

An abstract notion of whiteness also signals there is a concrete link to Melville' s
narrative, specifically the overpowering - both psychologically and physically - Moby Dick, a
creature that is "the monomaniac incarnation of all those malicious agencies which some deep

men feel eating in them, till they are left living on with half a heart and half a lung'' (156;
emphasis added). The word "incarnation" is key to this description as it infers the meaning
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Jltributed to the whale is not something that inheres in its essence, but rather, is projection Ahab
Jays upon it to articulate his ideological viewpoint, a disposition that ultimately proves too strong
(or the remainder of the crew to shun.
Presently, the criticism pertaining to Gravity's Rainbow does not comprehensively
explore how it connects to Moby-Dick, particularly how both novels consider the role ideology
plays in holding the crowd captive. Most observations are either cursory, taking account of their
similar encyclopedic structures, or map a hasty correlation between the V-2 rocket and Moby

Dick. Thomas Moore argues for this nexus, suggesting that the "V-2 is not only nature's raw
chaos of all-colors or of no-color behind which the final secret of One or Zero lurks; it is, as

well, mind's attempt to project itself, as counterentropic ordering impulse, onto the chaos" (167).
Because the rocket signifies death, and the elect' s concomitant desire to assert control and
perpetrate mass annihilation, it embodies the production of chaos, not a reduction. Any
interpretation that associates the V-2 with a nascent impulse to create order is questionable in its
legitimacy because the rocket inflicts physical violence, engenders tangible destruction.
The threat of physical death allows the elect to more easily control its subjects, makes the
confining crowd look more appealing. Mark Siegel argues for a connection between the V-2 and
Moby Dick as well, explaining the rocket "is the unifying symbol of the theme (encompassing all
the ambiguities of man's goal and man's achievement), and the quest for it provides the central

impetus of plot action" (45). The physical incarnation of the rocket does is not the sole arbiter of
the novel's action, though the quest for it certainly plays a role in dictating Tyrone's movements.
The elect's ideology induces them to produce the V-2 in order to make the boundaries between
physical reality and their mediated vision more fluid, hence buoying its ability to convoke
subjects with ease.
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Thus the rocket is a physical manifestation of the images projected in the movie theater
JI]Bde more stunning in its immediacy, and provides those who are unsure reason to join in with

the crowd, under the guise of keeping safe, of course. Yet the V-2 also speaks to the maleficent
nature of scientific and technological_discourses (humanity's ambiguous usage of them, as Siegel
would note), which society implements in increasingly perverse ways as it ardently pursues an
abstraCt notion of progress, domination ofthe natural world.

Ahab does not physically create Moby Dick, but rather he projects a specific meaning

onto the whale that he derives through a combination of personal experience and philosophy, to
which he then subjects the remainder of his crew. Admittedly, there is little possibility for the
crew to escape while ensconced in the middle of a vast ocean, and they comply with Ahab' s
wishes, some with more reluctance than others. Various crewmembers demonstrate there is the
potential for differing interpretations, but the concept of that difference vanishes when Ahab
exercises his persuasive authority to exert an unquestioned and unchecked power- there is no
public recognition of difference by the crewmembers. This leaves the remainder of the crew few
options for recourse, and many would prefer to temporarily accept the ideological position Ahab
sells than to consider the possibility of mutiny.
The V-2 is a humanly constructed object embodying and instigating human death, and
tangentially disseminates the ideological messages of the elect, whereas the malignant threat
does not inhere in Moby Die~ s disposition. An outside agency, Ahab, inscribes this meaning,
and the authority he has access to as a captain in many ways forces the crew to willingly march
towards their deaths.

Concretely linking these two entities is unsuccessful in part because it evokes the traces
of ideological absolutism Pynchon seeks to demythologize. The rocket, marked by its linear
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sb&Pt• recalls the injurious line imagery present throughout Melville's novel, and which
cbaJ3Cterizes Ahab's absolutist disposition, his belief that everything must have a proper
beginning and ending, that the only certainty life provides is that individuals will incur much
suffering as their lives course towards death. Melville uses the line to ironic ends because it is
by definition a never-ending construct, stretching out to infinity.

A better comparison emerges between the V-2 and the trusty harpoon Ahab wields in his
ardent pursuit of the whale as it represents the potential for cataclysm, and like the rocket, it also

indirectly evokes traces of his ideology - a physical manifestation of it. But it also represents the
notion humanity can never deviate from a linear trajectory, that incomprehensible forces have
fittalistically determined the course assigned to a person's life in advance. The fatalism that is a
hallmark of Ahab's thinking, the desire to repudiate all ambiguity, represents a de facto

legitimizing of an apocalyptic fantasy. His "full lunacy" triggers his projection of an absolutist
meaning onto Moby Dick, one that casts the whale as the personification of all the malignancies
undercutting individual existence, as well as the inescapable suffering inflicted on humanity out
of necessity (Seelye 121-23). By eliminating Moby Dick, Ahab hopes to provide humanity, and

his own mind, with a release from the despair that accompanies this suffering, to engender an
irenic existence.
But Ahab's absolutist stance impedes his ability to rationally analyze the situation
confronting him, and forces us to consider whether he (and individuals evincing a similar
mentality) bear some measure of responsibility for the suffering he claims to want to dismantle.
Placing Moby dick in the role of a nefarious performer responsible for human agony, as the
vehicle God uses to exact this pain, suggests Ahab wants only to extinguish his personal demons,
not eradicate a universal anguish. He wants to escape his own insanity, and out of desperation he
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confers agency to a being, that while sentient and in possession of a fair amount of intelligence,
is incapable of engaging in the type to conscious planning that would lead him to target a sea
firing captain. Thus Ahab's own ideology, the filter through which he perceives the world,

actuallY compounds his suffering, while coterminously imprisoning the crew.

Indeed, Ahab

ensures he will never remedy the intractable problem of human misery because his own feelings
of dolor and consternation preoccupy him, prevent him from accepting that it is humanity itself
which causes itself to suffer.
Neglecting the role of human agency proves to be fatal, and Ahab can offer only a
meaningless analgesic. Everybody aboard the Pequod (except Ishmael) perishes because of their
shared refusal to question the merits of Ahab' s blindly individualist pursuit. Thus Melville
presents an example of rogue individualism and the obsequious crowd inflicting mutual
destruction upon one another when their problematic views collide with each another at the same
time. Ahab becomes to the crew what Moby Dick is to him, and much like the whale, he cannot
fathom the pain the crowd must burden because of his irresponsibility. The remainder of the
humanity continues to wallow in lurid misery while Ahab pursues his quarry. Death, ironically,
provides the only satisfactory escape.

Ahab comports himself nobly, and appears to the crew as if a genuine and implacable
outrage fuels his desire for revenge, while it is his parochial worldview that obstructs his vision.
This sets him in contradistinction to Pynchon's narrator, who temporarily succumbs to the rogue
individualistic qualities Ahab imbibes, but who eventually merges his own being with a
repressive apparatus that dismantles persons by stripping them of all freedom and identity. In
many respects Pynchon•s narrator aligns closely with Ishmael, whose relativistic waffling
prevents him from ever stepping in to concretely question Ahab's motivations, although he
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certaiDIY has silent doubts9 . However, Ishmael's trajectory differs from the narrator of Gravity's

lainbow in that he slides from submergence within the crowd to an imposed and horrid freedom
_the problematic notion of liberty I have discussed taken to an extreme conclusion - in the
middle of the open ocean, left to fend for himself. He depends on the charity of another ship to
rescue him from his isolated and meaningless freedom, which in turn allows him to narrate his

story, examine where he and the crew went wrong.
Melville's narrative illuminates the problem of rugged and mythical individualism,
pointing out two area in which it fails - the person who espouses that viewpoint faces injury
because it skews his or her vision in such away that reasonably interpreting their surroundings
becomes nearly impossible, and it also scathes individuals who have to coexist with the inured

person, not out of desire, but because circumstance dictates the necessity of doing so. F.O.
Matthiesen, in his landmark study American Renaissance, situates Ahab as a truth seeker, but

this neglects to account for the futility of his quest. Ahab cannot succeed because he internalizes

an inherently solipsistic truth. His belief that Moby Dick is a divine incarnation representative of
the forces actively suppressing humanity's free will is a highly personal interpretation, a product
of his own ideology. What he attributes to the whale, its capacity to strip away his free will, is
deeply ironic because he is the only being that actively and consciously strips others of their

personal liberty, subjecting them to his viewpoint, forcing the crew to act in accordance with
them. Of course, it is also necessary to note the crew far outnumbers Ahab, and that they could

reasonably reject his position, subsequently retaking the ship, but they do not.

9

Another shared image between the two novels is the circle. It plays the a prominent role in shaping Ishmael's view
of how life functions, while in Pyncbon's narrative the circle attains is reincarnated in the fonn of a mandala, which
is notable for its cyclical appearance and interiors often labyrinth in appearance. Weisenburger (1988) details the
numerous appearance of this imagery in the novel, noting its connections to the theories of Carl JWig.
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Much like Pynchon delineates the crowd, not only is the prospect of conformity a source
ofcornfort, but so is the sense of belief Ahab engenders, which was previously absent from the

Jives of the crewmembers. While belief is a powerfUl force, it is also necessary to express a

certain amount of skepticism about why a person or group wants to convoke individuals with a
specific viewpoint, questioning the motivations behind their actions. Problematically, we tend to
allow the claims of the most demagogically persuasive elements of society pass without properly
examining their viewpoint, and what may influence it, reserving instead skepticism for forms of
belief that can potentially alleviate many of the problems society confronts.
While there is little question Moby Dick swiped Ahab's leg in a previous encounter, the
more contentious matter to consider is how truthfully Ahab recalls this event. As the novel
progresses, the temporal and geographic distance separating him from their fateful encounter
widens, yet his pursuit grows increasingly frenetic. He constantly reinterprets the past,
recalculating his grievances to worsen them artificially by the minute, allowing him to justify his
pursuit. Thus the worldview he develops, the ideological lens through which he interprets his

life, constantly allows him to reconstruct his memory to the point where, presumably, the events
his mind recalls bear no truth on the situation at it actually occurred, but nothing more than a
mere representation. In this respect Ahab shares an affinity with Franz Pokier, whose inability to
sever himself from the elect's ideology, even after his physical emancipation, results in dementia
and insanity. He cannot imagine living without the influence of their distortions and
dissimulations, and relevant to the discussion of the movie theater patrons, it is a movie through
which the elect interpellates him, and which propels his descent into a state of dementia
Indeed, Ahab's blurred vision stands in stark contrast to the picture Ishmael paints when
he describes Moby Dick as "a gentle joyousness- a mighty mildness of repose in swiftness"
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(4()9). Ahab does not hunt the whale's corporeal body. But rather he chases his own being, as

afJstr3Ct as that may sound, in that he pursues the whale under the having concluded the only way

to 5taugbter the perverse creation that lies buried in his own mind is to dismember Moby Dick.

The whale is thus a receptive and open body onto which he projects his ideological dispositions,
thus positioning it as a mediating device that intercepts an ideological message, and then
redirects it outward to recruit others. Ironically, and also morbidly humorous, Ahab subjects

himself to a redoubled, so to speak, ideological message- he experiences it first hand when he
sends it out, and then that message re-interpellates Ahab when it bounces off the body of the
whale, thus widening the gap between himself and the crew because he subjects himself to a
redoubled exposure.
Failing to account for disparate meanings, falling disproportionately under the sway of
his own ideological musings hinders Ahab' s effort to slay his perceived foe. By combating the

whale in according to the methods prescribed by an absolutist mentality- a reflection of the
inflexible meaning he imparts to it- Ahab secures his defeat, just as the crew willingly marches

towards their deaths. Using his flawed logic to eradicate the Moby Dick further instantiates his
madness, which results from his double exposure to his own ideology, leaving him profoundly
vulnerable. The whale' s labyrinth nature resists interpretation, its body is a maze, a metaphor for
a universe teeming with austere energy and a blank, incomprehensible sense of power, both of
which humanity cannot realistically expect to decode (Mumford 395-99). Ahab does not try to
decipher the mysteries of this maze, but rather, he tries to deny its existence in the hopes doing

so will make his task easier. In this sense, we can spot a precursor to the depthless crowd found
in Pynchon- Ahab's ideology figures Moby Dick as a flattened, one dimensional entity,
imbibing one meaning.
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While Ahab undertakes an effort to reify the whale's meaning, Ishmael never deviates

froDl his relativistic position, stressing the importance of considering the extenuating factors that
rootivate the whale to behave in, what may appear to the fragmented and damaged mind, a
consciously malevolent way:
And how nobly it raises our conceit of the mighty, misty monster, to behold him
solemnly sailing through a calm tropical sea; his vast, mild head overhung by a canopy of
vapor, engendered by his incommunicable

contemplations, and that vapor-as you will

sometimes see it-glorified by a rainbow, as if Heaven itself had put its seal upon his
thoughts. For, d'ye see, rainbows, do not visit the clear air; they only irradiate vapor.
And so, through all the thick mists of the dim doubts in my mind, divine intuitions now
and then shoot, enkindling my fog with a heavenly ray. And for this I thank God; for all
have doubts, many deny;

but doubts or denials, few along with them, have intuitions

of some things heavenly; this combination

makes neither believer nor infidel, but

makes a man who regards them both with equal eye (293; emphasis added).
Much like Pynchon (but unlike his compromised narrator), Ishmael accepts that attaining
absolute certainty is never possible, ambiguity will continue to characterize the world as it

always had. Those who deny uncertainty, who advocate it be extinguished, make the world more
uncertain and turbulent. Here the rainbow intertwines with the principles of ideology, in that
each is a humanly constructed illusion that satisfies our need for order, a representation that we
use to dissemble reality because directly confronting it is too arduous a task.
Yet humanity often succumbs to these false representations, because to reiterate
Althusser's contentions, ideology provides us an illusory conception of the world insofar as it is
a "representation of the imaginary relationship of individuals to their real conditions of
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exiSfdlce" (162). Rainbows are not physically, tangibly real, but rather they are the byproduct of

the visual deception that provokes the mind to falsely interpret how water vapor mingles with
sunJight When humans become subject to an ideology it is impossible to view the world in an
authentic way because it (an ideology) intercepts the messages we receive from visual or
edlotional stimuli, our rewired brains can no longer assess reality.
As Tony Tanner explains, the rainbow "triggers reminiscences of the rainbow in Genesis,

which was God' s covenant with Noah ' and every living creature of all flesh that is upon the

earth' that there would be no more destruction of the earth" (78). Whether created by a rocket' s
vapor trail, or the salt spray following in the wake of the swimming whale, rainbows irradiate the
collective exhaustion of human existence, signifying not peace, but the accumulation of illusions
acting upon and tormenting the mind. Nothing absolute inheres in the rainbow, or any other
construct, but we attempt to apply a certain meaning to such entities because it is more
convenient, prevents us from the laborious work of thinking independently. Seen from different
angles, the rainbow refracts incongruently. No human eye perceives an identical layering of
colors arcing across the sky; "it is a shape constantly moving in time and space relative to the
observer" (Olderman 208). Yet humanity ironically denies this fact The rainbow is a reflection
of our collective desire to remain hidden away from reality, is a product of our damaged eyes.
Both Melville and Pynchon call attention to the metaphorical distortions humans impose
on their lives, those made apparent by the strange and perverse designs projected onto the
rainbow. The rainbow casts a nefarious shadow over the earth, not because maliciousness
inheres in it, but because our psychologies cast this image onto its surface, and like Ahab, it
subsequently multiplies the harm - enfolds it, to use Pynchon's terminology - when we look
back upon it Anyone who sits beneath the rainbow, or looks upon it, should not expect the end
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of destrUction, but rather the beginnings "of loss, loss forever, the irreversible end of love, of
hope" (Pynchon 671 ).
Thus the impulse to destroy entrenched power structures and ideologies fails in both
Melville's and Pynchon' s novels because revolutionaries, if they do exist, employ reactionary
techniques in their rebellion. In Gravity's Rainbow, the Counterforce's resistance proves both
insufficient and impotent because it attempts to emasculate the elect by strategically imitating
their logic, co-opting the ideology they articulated, thus positioning the group's sedition as a
pastiche, a poor one at that, of the elect's modus operandi. Dismantling a system by using the
same logic that empowered it fails, allows the currently embedded hegemonic structures to retain
their unimpeachable position unchallenged. Combating the "they" mentality the elect cultivates

by generating a parallel "we" mentality suggests any brand of systematic thought engenders a
repressive atmosphere that will remain permanently emplaced, thus ensuring the crowd remains
imprisoned, regardless of who comes to power. The elect's power structure may dissolve, and
Pynchon implies as much in the novel's final pages, but it will not disappear altogether because
the Counterforce eagerly sits in wait, ready to take its place, conceding thus the impossibility of
ever discarding the ideology propping up the current system:
Well, if the Counterforce knew better what those categories concealed, they might be in a
better position to disarm, de-penis and dismantle the Man. But they don't Actually they
do, but they don't admit it. Sad but true. They are as schizoid, as double-minded in the
massive presence of money, as any of the rest of us, and that's the hard fact. The Man
has a branch office in each of our brains, his corporate emblem is a white albatross, each
local rep has a cover known as the ego, and their mission in this world is Bad Shit. We
do know what's going on, and we let it go. As long as we can see them, stare at them,
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those massively moneyed, once in a while. As long as they allow us a glimpse, however
rarely. We need that. And they know it-how often, under what conditions (713) ...
The narrator's acquiescent tone, the fact he grounds his argument in economic language,
underscores the unlikelihood of dismantling the currently entrenched ideological practices, even
should a new group ascend to power. The abstract concept of''the Man" will remain finnly
implanted in the universal consciousness, and accordingly, any attempt to rejuvenate humanity,
particularly those lodged in the abject crowd, must fail because reticence prevents us from acting
in accordance with the methods we know are necessary to engender a new way of seeing. The

elect's ideological messages establish themselves so firmly in the brains of its subjects that they
are powerful enough to inform any seditious behavior individuals or groups engage in, thus
negating the impulse to revolt after it leaves the brain. The messages, much as Byron
experiences, are lost in translation.
But the overarching implication of the narrator's statement is evident and unequivocal:
the crowd desires someone else to be in control. Consequently, because of elect's glutinous
ideological disposition, there is little hope the crowd, or society writ large will extricate itself
from its profound dependency on a manufactured, an illusory reality. Freedom is necessarily a
subjective condition, it is something we cannot measure in tenns of statistics or numbers; we
cannot legitimately say Group A is 45% more free than Group B, or something to a similar
effect The crowd must think in more qualitative tenns, how it can behave in ways that reflect its
freedom because trying to beat the elect at their own game is a losing proposition. The crowd
must think about how it can behave in ways that will optimize their freedom while signaling its
rejection of the elect's system, because if the crowd begins to act in a way consistent with the
principles of liberty it will distinguish itself from the elect's tyranny.
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In short, the master' s tools cannot destroy the master' s house. Pynchon establishes the
perils of absolutism - analogous to Ahab's - as adroitly as he identifies the drawbacks of the
sycophantic behavior of the crowd that tries in vain to please not the people contained in it, but
rather the forces who currently control it. Had the Counterforce succeeded in its pseudorebellion, the only certainty is that the status quo would have remained; the group would have

governed using the same methodologies and ideological principles that worked so successfully
for the elect. However, the potential exists for the Counterforce to secure its power more
effectively than the elect, thus making it a formidable opponent for any potential dissidents,
because ascending to power through an insurgent effort would endow them with the perspicacity
to understand the vulnerabilities of the previous system, provide them the insight which would

allow them construct the most effective bulwark against elements in the future who may wish to
revolt. Each successive element that comes to power will maintain a firmer grasp on that
control, though the ideologies directing their movements will remain unchanged.
Nevertheless, this still leaves the individual and the crowd in a perilous position, still
deprived of freedom. As such, it is inappropriate to distinguish the Counterforce "as a
transparent allegory of sixties notions of Counterculture" (Hamill 434). Cold War era
counterculture firmly opposed everything that systematic (i.e., governmental and authoritarian)
thought stood for. Disciples of the movement, a loose assemblage of individuals who shared a
common outlook, did not seek to pose an affront to the system' s authority by adopting its (the
system' s) ideology in a transparent attempt to outplay them at their own game. It was an
oppositional movement, not revolutionary; one which gained limited traction, whereas the
members of the Counterforce appropriate a previously systematized ideology in order to provoke
revolution.
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This argument becomes more apparent when, following Tyrone's dispersal, a spokesman
(or the CoWlterforce grants an interview to the Wall Street Journal, a publication of the
establishment, and certainly not an outlet disaffected groups turn to on a regular basis to voice
displeasure. The spokesman disrnissively remarks, "We were never concerned with Slothrop

quo Slothrop." In response, the interviewer asks whether Tyrone represented a sort of rallyingpoint, to which the spokesman disgustedly replies, '~o, not even that Opinion even at the start

was divided. It was one of our fatal weaknesses. [I'm sure you want to hear about fatal
weaknesses.] Some called him a 'pretext.' Others felt he was a genuine, point-for-point
microcosm. The Microcosomists, as you must know from the standard histories, leaped off to an
early start'' (738). The Counterforce dismisses the noble motivations Tyrone harbored, and this
further clarifies that his final scattering symbolizes his discontent with not only the elect's
system, but this one as well, and is an attempt to voice his recognition of the naked ambition
motivating a group of individuals who profess a desire to oust dictatorial force, to reestablish

freedom.
The interview, a sterilized affair, reveals the Counterforce also privileges the role of the
anonymous crowd as an impotent body, want to contain it to defuse any traitorous impulses,

because, as the spokesman confesses, Slothrop in the capacity of Slothrop (i.e. his individual
freedom) was of little interest, he was treated as a means, not an ends. Revolution is an attempt

to oust not only the dominant power structure, but also the ideologies that entity supports and
disseminates. And yet, the word "revolution" also connotes cyclicality. As such, any revolution
must end where it began, reenacting the horrifying behaviors that motivated rebellion to begin

with. When a group of individuals, here the Counterforce, have had a systematic ideology
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inculcated into their psychological makeup, any attempt at revolution is necessarily a constitutive

part of that ideology, precluding the hope for lasting change.
However, for the movie theater patrons there is a possibility for attaining this change
when the film project's light bulb burns out - it is a symbol of the absolutist and confining
tendencies from which they must flee, otherwise they will continue their sentence with other
members of the crowd. The audience suffers at the hands of a projected image, but unlike Ahab,
it cannot claim total responsibility for the images' production, although they (members of the
audience) are certainly liable for the profound deference they exercise when in their presence.
The images onscreen interpellate the audience, is the visual filter the elect wants them to view
the world through. Subsequent to the bulb's failure, however, after the movie screen goes blank,
the audience refuses to employ its will to power and claim responsibility for its own existence.
Thus, whereas the elect previously interpellated the audience, the audience now interpellates the
elect for the recommencement of the film, signifying their complete indoctrination into the
elect' s ideological apparatus.
The proactive stance the audience members take is interesting because the ideology on
which they are dependent has seemingly exhausted itself, yet they crave its presence more than
ever. Audience members depend on this exterior source to project a needed certainty onto its
consciousness, even if deleterious consequences arise. In adopting the images onscreen, and
then calling for their return after their removal, they manifest their own philosophical and
ideological proclivities, an incipiently absolutist stance distrustful emancipating discourses, those
which the elect demonizes.
Attending to the light emitted by the elect leaves the theater patrons in darkness, shackled
prisoners of the cave who are blind to truth. Consequently, Melville and Pynchon's narratives
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interlock in their mutual depictions of whiteness as characteristic of open spaces vulnerable to
projected influences. For Pynchon, the white movie screen previously housed a variegated
projection beam. The audience and narrator reveal their affinities with the crew of the Pequod,

as the imprisoning ideological projections captivate them- much like Ahab projects a specific
message onto the white body of Moby Dick. The multi-colored projection beam emanating from
the bulb is the persuasive and mediating influence that renders the audience slack-jawed,
incapable of independent thought, thus leaving it unable to see beyond the demagogic rainbow of
colors filling the screen. This sheds a bitter irony on the story of Byron the Bulb. He never
bums out, and yet the projector bulb does. Yet even though the projector shorts out, the audience
continues unabatedly to believe in what was previously there, act as if a warm light continues to
radiate the screen. I addressed the physical limitations that prevented Byron from successfully
communicating his vision, but this incident further illustrates the notion there is much appeal
contained in both sepulchral darkness and the false light of knowledge, or at least the audience
would like to think so.
The vacant movie screen acquires symbolic importance as a potential outlet through
which the crowd may find relief: whereby each person can develop the type of crowd based selfreliance discussed in previous sections, inserting Emersonian principles into the equation.
Indeed, the audience's reluctance to abandon a clearly exhausted system speaks to the sense of
shame Emerson associates with our capitulation ''to badges and names, to large societies and
dead institutions" (1162). The blank screen signals to the audience it is possible to walk away
from the nefarious influence of a system it has adhered to for so long. Ahab could not escape the
injurious projections because they, in part, inhered in his own mind. Pynchon urges us to
acknowledge the impossibility of relying on the images, on seeing the world through the lens of
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eXferior forces. The films that play in the elec~s movie theaters have the specific intent of
indoctrinating the paying audience into a way of visualizing the world that benefits the alreadyempowered, to foster a vulnerability that makes it inconceivable to life apart from their
influence. Audiences' compromised psychologies circumvents any attempt they make at
processing the significance ofthe projector light losing its power - the elect precipitated its own
destruction, exhausted itself, and thus there is no longer a need to believe they still possess
control. The paralyzed audience waits, though, in the hopes a new film will provide guidance.
Katje typifies this particular fear when, in a panicked tone, she confides, "Everything is so
remote now. I don't really know why they sent me out here. I don't know any more who
Slothrop really was. There's a failure in the light. I can't see. It' s all going away from me"
(659). Her fear stems not only from a lack of guidance but also from the possibility of being left
alone.
As the elect's apparatus slowly begins to dissolve there is no longer a unit)ring presence
to hold the crowd together, and rather than seeing the vast possibilities which open up once this
omnipresent structure is no longer there, they turn away from the potential emancipation hailing
them onscreen. If the crowd stays in its current configuration, as seems to be the desire
expressed by both Katje and the movie patrons, the possibility arises that another power structure
may sweep in and operate similarly to the elect, its goal being to maintain control and power.
The opaque vision of the collective fails to see the extinguishing of the light, of the elect's
power, as a boon. Indeed, the darkness of the movie theater provides an egalitarian setting; the
blackness obviates any potential for one group to exercise disproportionate control over another.
The light radiating from the elect not only engenders the group's power, but it turns different
elements of the crowd against one another, instead of expurgating those that cause the greatest
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hafiil· Thus the elect's light is an ironic one in its capacity as a purveyor of ideology, and

{unctions paradoxically, actually conferring darkness upon anyone who stands in its path.
Responsible for a figurative darkness, the light blind individuals severely, leaving their scorched
irises receptive to nothing but darkness.
But it is disingenuous to think there is a particular film, or ideology the audience could
project onscreen to remedy the problems associated with absolutism. Pamela Schirmeister
situates the novel within the tradition of the American romance, emphasizing its preoccupation
with articulating a state in which it is possible to achieve transcendence, to create a space where
human potential is boundless and has the ability to spread beyond parochial ideological
constructs. The disparate group of characters (including the narrator) who populate the novel
suffer from a similar malady, believing too literally in the stories of the past, automatically
ascribing to their veracity. They do not question the ideological position from which the stories
emanate, why specific structures are motivated to disseminate particular accounts in a bid to
monopolize control, and consequently they remain imprisoned in confined spaces, in the crowd
(183-85). However, Schirmeister does a disservice to her argument when she asserts, ''Pynchon
does not fill it [the blank movie screen] for us, but he does help us to see the film we have not yet
learned to register'' (186; emphasis added). To assume Pynchon has a specific film, or an
alternative set of rigidly defined ideological practices, in mind implies that he views his own
novel as a nihilistic pursuit, covertly articulating a belief contending society will never
disentangle itself from the ideology contained in the metaphorical projections.
While this may appear to be a small semantic quibble, there are profound implications
involved with arguing humanity can recuperate itself through the appropriation of one "film," not
~

the least of which is the continued devaluation of the crowd by continuing to situate it as a
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uniform and subjective construct. Pynchon wants to us to see beyond the narrator' s failings,
process the information he never could - for he does not internalize any lesson, his
communication with the audience circumscribes his ability to do so. One film will not unlock a
universal meaning by which individuals can live their lives, for as long as the film originates
from a position exterior to the crowd there is no potential for transcendence or emancipation. A

film eventually ends, and if society only possesses one movie it can project onscreen, that image
will remain transient for a finite period of time, and will soon leave the patrons of the movie
theater confined to darkness once again.
Schirmeister's concluding remarks rely too heavily on the narrator's compromised
judgment by echoing his claim that "in the darkening and awful expanse of screen something has
kept on, a film we have not learned to see" (760; emphasis added). It is a dubious proposition to
believe the narrator could make this statement as a way of marking a rejuvenated outlook
accounting for the merits of developing a pluralistic community. When the narrator emphasizes
"a film" has begun to play, it infers he cannot imagine himself existing beyond the totality of the
now crumbling system. He can narrate nothing more, which previously provided him with
minimal freedom, and ironically as the system begins its dissolution he inserts himself back into

it, thus making any interpretation he makes at this point highly implausible, and inconsistent with
Pynchon's vision of freedom.
Although my presentation of ideology has been largely polemical, it is difficult to justify
any other inteipretation given the manipulative and coercive way in which the elect interpellates
its subjects. Individuals have the ability to live freely insofar as they can avoid the undue
meddling of totalizing ideologies, such as those of the elect, whose goal is to impinge upon their
existence. The audience needs to develop its own perspective, and resultantly, we can read the
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white screen as a blank space for the crowd to fill in, and in doing so, reclaim a sovereign and
irenic existence that rejects all forms of absolutism, whether they originate from an exterior
source, or through the process of internalizing mediated messages. Ideally, these images would
overlap, each moving and interacting with one another simultaneously, peacefully,
bannoniously. Tyrone' s scattering paves the way for change to occur, but if the audience is to be
free, it must take the appropriate action to realize this condition.
It is possible to maintain the screen's integrity, society's freedom, as long as one image
does not begin to dominate or take precedence over the others. Thus an imbricated array of
forms reflects back into the now enlightened theater. Freedom and individuality can exist in the
crowd, even flourish within it, if everyone functions together under the pretext of a
communitarian ethic, if individuals refuse to measure liberty as a function of difference. With
the elect absent, the possibility exists for the crowd to free itself, and for each person who is a
part of the crowd to free himself or herself as well. This rejuvenated self-reliance has a better
chance of enduring, will open up liberty so that those previously denied have unobstructed
access. Perhaps this vision equals the idealistic abstraction contained in Emerson's philosophy,
but it attempts to redress the errors of the past, and if society is ultimately unable to actualize
such a state of affairs we cannot blame it on the liberal exclusion critics often take issue with in
Emerson's thinking. Rather, humanity will have no one to blame except itself for its own
failures, because for a moment the slate has been wiped clean, and there is the possibility of
realizing the American fantasy of beginning life anew. If we fail to seize the initiative, perhaps
we are not deserving of freedom in the first place. To echo Hannah Arendt, ifwe are to be free,
then we must begin to let our actions speak of regained freedom, otherwise, we can wait for
another movie to begin.
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Chapter Five- Westward the Course of Empire Takes Its Way

One of the critiques lurking beneath the surface of this thesis has been the role of
imperialism, particularly as the impulse to achieve empire shifted from a European to the
American context, partially because of its hereditary character, but more exactingly, because
former imperial powers no longer possessed the means to keep their acquisitions governed
properly. The perversion of scientific and technological discourses is the result of this
geographical shift, as the American imperialist project depends largely on the ability to seize
control through the use of repressive military power in combination with the ingenuity required
to appropriate knowledge in such a way as to cast it as a fearful and unknown quantity, a
gathering of facts and figures used to conquer and destroy. Pynchon's goal is to show how such
an emphasis marginalizes more pressing concerns, especially those at the individual level
relating to the maintenance of personal liberty, a trait that often remains obfuscated tmder the
shadow of empire.
Marcus Smith and Khachig Tololyan argue Pynchon structures his novel in the spirit of
the jeremiad. His adaptation of this literary form "uses the vocabularies of scientific and
bureaucratic organizations, but these remain embedded in a larger fiction which envisions its
central task as the Puritan authors of the jeremiad say theirs: to bespeak doubts and
apprehensions about the American dream, to question the fraying but still powerful sentiment

that America--and the technology of Western culture--have a favored place and mission in
history" (172).
There is no doubting Western technology, and political policy, plays a large role in
shaping the world's landscape, and Pynchon asks us to reconsider whether or not this power is
nothing more than a short-lived illusion, that the center of empire will migrate again to another
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geographic locale, leaving former imperialist proprietors left behind, members of the preterite.
This tension makes itself evident when the narrator elliptically describes the dropping of the
atomic bomb on Hiroshima, noting, "At the instant it happened, the pale Virgin was rising in the
east, head, shoulders, breasts, 17° 36' down to her maidenhead at the horizon. A few doomed

Japanese knew of her as some Western deity. She loomed in the eastern sky gazing down at the
city about to be sacrificed. The sun was in Leo. The fireburst came roaring and sovereign...
(694). The most visceral implications suggested by the scene recount the process of the
American empire expanding westward towards 1a pan, land of the rising sun, both out of a sense
of duty, and out of a desire to continue puritanical expansionism, continually marching towards
new frontiers. However, if we are to believe the original Puritans migrated to the North
American continent in order to escape oppression, a contentious suggestion itself, this gambit has
the aim of continuing onward, not desiring betterment or reformation, but out of the need to
accrue an empty power. The puritanical reasoning behind the movement remains, the language
invoking the actions have the confidence of God, the bombing implemented by a chaste and pure
country with noble intentions of disassembling structures of tyranny. The bomb emerges from
the eastern horizon; attacking the city from any other angle would undermine the underlying
logic guiding the imperialist mentality.
The imperialist psychology harbored by the American mindset is infinitely more
detrimental than the conquests engaged in by former European powers. Both impulses are
equally pernicious in their desire to subjugate entire populations, but the age of European
colonialism began to recede in the post-atomic age. Countries such as England and France
lacked access to agents of cataclysm, and thus compared to the weaponry controlled by the
United States, the means it can implement to achieve its desired goals, their method of control
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Jook relatively genteel. As Paul Bove argues, "Gravity 's Rainbow has the power to move its
audiences emotionally and intellectually because Pynchon forces readers to think about, to
imagine, and to understand American structures of power that a death-worshipping, deathdealing, and yet death-fearing culture establishes as its ethos" (665).
As much of the novel' s action takes place in London circa 1945, at that point the capital
city of a dying empire, Pynchon also forces readers to think about how the principles of empire
are antithetical to those of liberal individualism. The expansive mentality of imperialism
deemphasizes individuality, removes the question of personal liberty from public view. The
opening evacuation scene metaphorically represents the delineation of individuals in the imperial
state, coterminously disregarded and held under controL If Pynchon intends for the lessons of
the British colonial heritage to serve as a compass for the United States, if he intends it to teach
us a moral, those admonitions fall on deaf ears as evidenced by the patrons of a Los Angels
movie theater, who occupy the same position of the London evacuees thirty years prior.
Establishing domination and forming a rigid hierarchy stabilize an imperialist regime, but it is
not just the marginalized, differently situated others who are lost in the shuftle. It is also the
average citizens, the children of empire who enjoy the economic privilege that accompanies the
ethos of expansion, who also lose access to their identity, the ability to construct a coherent self.
Pynchon is certainly suspicious of both the complacency and complicity demonstrated by
the crowd in various situations, but in order to redress its shortcomings we must look to rebuild
community so that is has the capacity to preserve the tenets of individual freedom. Looking
beyond the crowd for answers, positing an exterior force can reform its configuration, fails
because it takes power out of the already emasculated individuals contained therein. If anything,
the crowd must temporarily seal itself to deny the entrance of meddling structures into its midst,
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resist, and then ignore those elements that have imperial ambitions. Starting with the crowd, and
working steadily upwards in society's hierarchy provides the best opportunity to correct the
grievances individuals harbor against the monolithic constructs governing community relations.
Should the crowd persistently engage in the behavior that fostered its subjectivity, remain as
passive movie viewers, the role of empire will continue to expand, and subsequently the
individual will continue to disappear into its midst, deprived of freedom and incapable of action.
Rising up against abstract power structures symbolically dismantles their authority, individuals
taking part in rebellion refusing to remain as politically neutral subjects who await their fate
without comment. For if there is one thing sure about the crowds Pynchon describes, it is that
they have little ambition, little understanding of what goes into constituting oneself, one's
community, as a free and rational agent.
Pynchon's vision for bow we may attain freedom may ultimately prove unworkable in
the context of an intricate world, but that should not prevent us from trying to eliminate the
absolutist tendencies guiding structures of empire which seek complete dominance, and end to
the individual and his or her freedom. Any victory would be temporary as all human institutions
and constructions are fragile. Our minds insist the tangible structures are most prone to decay,
but the opposite true. Humanly created and articulated traits, imperceptible to sight or touch can
provide enormous benefits, allow us to understand the world in new ways; but it is human
ingenuity that also has the ability to erode away at the foundation of understanding, to
essentialize discourses, fragment them until we no longer recognize them. Freedom will
disappear one day, even if we reclaim it, as will humanity, but we should not give up out of
nihilistic desperation.
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Political theorist Harvey Mansfield captures this sense of delicacy about human
constructions, both physical and psychological, when he responds to a question regarding the
long-term viability of the United States by saying, ''I have a kind of hope, rational hope, that
we'll hang on. America is not something eternal. It's humanly made. And so it's not going to
last forever" (Interview). There is hope, but the constraints of realism dictate that no product of
the human imagination can last forever, even the most positive ones. Humanly made phenomena
confront two fates - destruction in the course of history; or they succumb to the vagaries of time,
forgotten among discarded calendar pages - pretention.
Pynchon maintains a rational hope that the individual, and the freedom that defines his or
her existence can be reclaimed and held onto, at least for the present moment, as long as those
confined in the crowd take action without delay. Each moment individuals refuse to act is a
declaration of their unwillingness to commit themselves to freedom, to establishing a new,
tmmediated order. Hannah Arendt reminds us of the wondrous events that may unfold should
humanity - the crowd - decide to act. Should we continue to remain static, squander the
potentialities of human existence we have only ourselves to answer to:
Objectively, that is, seen from the outside and without taking into account that man is a
beginning and a beginner, the chances that tomorrow will be like yesterday are always
overwhelming. Not quite so overwhelming, to be sure, but very nearly so as the chances
were that no earth would ever rise out of cosmic occurrences, that no life would develop
out of inorganic processes, and that no man would emerge out of the evolution of animal
life. The decisive difference between the "infinite improbabilities" on which the reality
of our earthly life rests and the miraculous character inherent in those events which
establish historical reality is that, in the realm of human affairs, we know the author of
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the "miracles." It is men who perform them-men who because they have received the
twofold gift of freedom and action can establish a reality of their own (170-71 ).
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